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OVER THE LAST few months, the livelihoods 
of artists have been catastrophically aff ect-
ed by the unprecedented public health 
restrictions, undertaken to protect against 
the spread of COVID-19. The closure of all 
cultural venues has resulted in the cancella-
tion or postponement of thousands of exhi-
bitions and events across Ireland. 

VAN’s July/August issue features profi les 
from numerous VAI members at diff erent 
career stages, working across a diverse 
range of media, who discuss the realities of 
maintaining an art practice during a global 
pandemic. This section, titled ‘Notes From 
Lockdown’, highlights how many VAI mem-
bers have been unable to access their stu-
dios, workspaces or materials during this 
period, whilst others have rejected the prev-
alent impulse of ‘hyper-productivity’, instead 
using this period of isolation to archive or 
revisit older works, and to critically refl ect 
on their artistic methods and trajectories. 

Another core thematic strand of our sum-
mer issue is ‘The Unseen Shows’, a series 
of profi les on selected exhibitions that have 
been cancelled, postponed, or sealed behind 
closed doors over the last few months. In 
early April, we launched a podcast series 
of the same name, which is being published 
every two weeks on SoundCloud until late 
July. These podcasts feature interviews with 
several artists whose exhibitions have been 
aff ected by the lockdown. As an interim proj-

ect, the podcast format seems to suit the 
confi ned conditions of lockdown, whilst fun-
damentally highlighting the pace and sensi-
bility of the act of listening. 

In a related project, VAN’s Production Edi-
tor, Christopher Steenson, has recently 
been working on VAI’s Get Together audio 
archive, which includes recordings of var-
ious talks, panel discussions and keynote 
presentations that have taken place at Get 
Together events between 2017 and 2019. 
Many of these recordings are now available 
to listen to on SoundCloud (soundcloud.
com/visualartistsireland), as well as in the 
Members’ Section of the VAI website (visu-
alartists.ie/members-area). We hope that 
having access to these recordings will help 
fi ll the void left by the cancellation of this 
year’s Get Together, which was due to take 
place on 12 June.

At the time of writing, many commercial 
galleries across the Republic of Ireland have 
begun the process of reopening to the pub-
lic, having been closed since 12 March. All 
going to plan, most commercial galleries, 
public galleries, art centres and artist-led 
spaces nationwide will reopen in some 
capacity by the end of July. As VAN’s editorial 
team continue to work remotely, we wish to 
extend best wishes to our colleagues in the 
sector. We look forward to reviving phys-
ical encounters with art over the coming 
months, whatever form this may take. 

The Unseen Shows

Organisation

VAI Visiting Curator

Notes from Lockdown: VAI Member Profi les

10.  A Physical Existence. Dorje de Burgh talks to Samuel Laurence   
 Cunnane about his exhibition at Kerlin Gallery. 
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 Carroll about his recent solo exhibition at the RHA.
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 ‘Penumbra’ at F.E. McWilliam Gallery & Studios.
16.  No: Time. David Haughey interviews Martin Boyle about his recent  
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 recent solo exhibition at The MAC in Belfast. 
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6 News THE LATEST FROM THE 
ARTS SECTOR

The Highlanes Gallery, Drogheda, have 
announced Bernie Masterson as the 
winner of the inaugural Janet Mullarney 
Prize. Masterson won the award for her 
video work, Flight (2020), following an 
open call announced by Highlanes Gal-
lery for their Open Submission exhibition, 
which is currently available to view online 
(highlanes.ie). The Janey Mullarney Prize 
is a new award created by Highlanes with 
a value of €3,000. The award is in reme-
berance of respected Irish artist, Janet 
Mullarney, who sadly passed away in her 
home in Florence, Italy, on 3 April, follow-
ing a long illness.

Bernie Masterson’s practice works 
across paint, moving image, stills, text and 
sound to investigate the human condition 
in social, politcial and cultural contexts. 
Her video work, Flight, was made during 
the COVID-19 lockdown. It juxtaposes the 
experience of self-isolation with Máighréad 
Medbh’s prose-poem, Microcosm, whilst 

also referencing the Greek myth of Icarus, 
giving a contemporary perspective on 
this age old tale. According to Masterson, 
the audio and visuals of the work act as 
an “embodiment of the dramatic inner 
dialogue, simultaneously questioning the 
nature of our existence, behaviour and 
mortality in a global climate of uncertainty 
and fear of the unknown.”

Highlanes Gallery received over 500 
applications for the Open Submission. Of 
these, 42 artists were shortlisted for the 
exhibition. Five addtional prizes, to the val-
ue of €500 each, were given to highly com-
mended works. These prizes were given to: 
Alasdair Asmussen Doyle, Laura Fitzgerald, 
Helena Gorey, Elaine Grainger and Susan 
Buttner. All of the shortlisted artworks 
were selected by an invited panel of judges, 
consisting of Seán Kissane (Curator, Irish 
Museum of Modern Art), Joy Gerrard (visu-
al artist) and Jerome O Drisceoil (Green on 
Red Gallery). 

Highlanes Janet Mullarney Prize

Additional €25m in ROI Arts Funding
The Irish Government announced on Blooms-
day (16 June), that they would be allocating 
an exta €25 million in funding to help the arts 
and culture sector recover from the COVID-19 
pandemic. The news was announced in a joint 
statement by An Taosieach, Leo Varadkar, and 
Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht, Josephina Madigan. This fund will sup-
port both artists and arts organisations, who 
have both seen their incomes hard hit by the 
pandemic, as well as providing resources for 
museums and cultural centres as they begin to 
reopen to the public. 

€20 million of this new funding is being given 
to the Arts Council of Ireland, increasing their 
total annual budget to €100 million. The Arts 
Council have stated that they ‘welcome’ the new 
funding, which was made available after a series 
of ongoing discussions that the Arts Council 
has had with the Government, where they have 
detailed the devastating impacts of the pan-
demic on the arts. As part of these discussions, 
the Arts Council has outlined the priority areas 
for the additional funding, which will be used 
to help avert the closure of key organisations 
in the sector, as well as adminstering expanded 
commissioning schemes for individual artists 
and arts organisations and expanded bursary 
schemes to support artists’ professional practices. 

The exact details of how money will be allo-
cated by the Arts Council has been outlined in a 
report, written by their ‘Expert Advisory Group’, 
which was formed in May in response to the 
crisis. The group consists of the Arts Council’s 
Chair, Kevin Rafter, and Director Maureen 
Kennelly, as well as journalist Fintan O’Toole, 
NCAD Director, Sarah Glennie, and Nation-
al Campaign for the Arts chairperson, Angela 
Dorgan, amongst others. 

The report, titled Survive Adapt Renew (pub-
lished on 19 June), outlines the many challenges 
facing the sector as the social distancing con-
tinues to be implemented throughout 2020 and 
beyond. For the remainder of 2020, €4 million 
is being allocated to new commissions (such as 
Project Awards, Open Calls and a new ‘Research 
and Development’ commissioning scheme), with 
a further €5.5 million being allocated to expand-
ed bursary schemes. €6 million will be given to 
arts centres and strategically-funded organisa-
tions to help cover deficits, whilst a number of 
other funds will be help with developing pro-
fessional skills for arts workers and for digital 

dissemination methods. The report also recom-
mends the creation of €30 million ‘Sustainability 
Fund’ for 2021, which will help the arts with the 
continuing impacts of the crisis. It is projected 
that it will take the arts sector several years to 
recover to 2019 levels, potentially lasting until 
2025 based on currently available data. 

The remaining €5 million of the Govern-
ment’s new arts support package will be used 
to support cultural centres with reopening to 
the public, as well as supporting the creation 
of new online content, such as live streamed 
performances, digital art and so on. This builds 
upon a recent ‘Ireland Performs’ funding initia-
tive headed by Culture Ireland in collaboration 
with Facebook in May, in which artists received 
a €1,000 grant for an online presentation of their 
work. This scheme proved particularly valuable 
to performers, such as musicians, storytellers 
and poets, but was a less conducive platform for 
those working in the visual arts.

ACNI AEP Recipients Announced
After opening on 27 April, the Arts Council of 
Ireland’s (ACNI) Artist Emergency Programme 
(AEP) closed after just two weeks, due to the 
overwhelming number of artists applying to the 
fund. The £500,000 programme, which closed 
on 11 May, aims to give project-based funding 
of up to £5,000 to artists in Northern Ireland 
whose income has been negatively affected by 
the current pandemic. 

The applications for the AEP were intially 
planned to be open for a number of weeks, with 
a rolling deadline for the award. Over 300 artists 
had applied for funding when applications were 
closed. The first 88 artists to receive funding 
were announced on 18 May. A further 150 art-
ists received funding in a second announcment 
made on 3 June. An additional £50,000 of Arts 
Council  National Lottery funding and £25,000 
from the Department of Communities was also 
contributed to the scheme, increasing the num-
ber of awards allocated. The maximum amount 
that artists received in this second allocation of 
funding was £3,000. 

In other news, the ACNI recently announced 
their Organisations Emergency Programme, 
applications for which closed on 12 June. This 
programme is designed to assist organisations in 
responding to current and changing circumstanc-
es in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic. Fur-
ther funding programmes for artists and organi-
sations are planned to open in the coming weeks.

Walker Plinth Commissions
Void Gallery, Derry, have announced that art-
ists Alan Phelan and David Beattie have been 
awarded the Plinth Commissions for 2020 and 
2021. The Plinth Commissions is a collaboration 
between Void Gallery, The Siege Museum and 
Friends of Derry City Walls, which invited art-
ists to propose sculptural interventions respond-
ing to the site of The Walker Memorial Plinth in 
Derry city. The original Walker Memorial Plinth 
was built in 1826, boasting a 25 metre column, 
topped by a five-metre high statue of Reverend 
George Walker, who was the Governor of Derry 
city, during the Siege of Derry in 1688. Both the 
column and statue were blown up by the IRA in 
1973 during the Troubles, with the site of the 
plinth remaining a  contentious space between 
the city’s communities. The Plinth Commissions 
aims are to reclaim the plinth’s site as an area for 
“collaboration and collective participation”.  

After an open call, which closed in May, 
Alan Phelan’s and David Beattie’s proposal were 
successfully chosen. Phelan’s project will focus 
on creating a crowd-sourced sculpture, made 
by individual participants in isolation and then 
assembled together to create the final artwork 
in September 2020. This collective making 
process acknowledges and commemorates the 
COVID-19 crisis. The sculpture will be of a 
hyacinth flower; using the red, green and blue 
colours with petals made in papier-mâché, based 
around a small similar work due to be exhibit-
ed at Void Gallery as part of Phelan’s exhibition 
‘echoes are always more muted’ which launches 
at the same time.

David Beattie’s project will launch in 2021, 
The community will be collectively invited to 
examine the River Foyle as an interconnecting 
body of water, a richness of biodiversity, and a 
measure of perpetual time. The project will cul-
minate in a sound recording that will be played 
from the Plinth and will mark the high and 
low tide of the river, bringing awareness of the 
rhythm of the river, and movement of time to 
people within the city. 

Markievicz Award 2020
Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht, Josepha Madigan TD, has announced 
that the 2020 recipients of the Arts Council of 
Ireland’s Markievicz Award are Amanda Coo-
gan (Visual Arts), Claire Davis (Music), Belin-
da McKeon (Theatre), Julie Merriman (Visual 
Arts) and Joanna Walsh (Literature).  Each will 

receive an award of €20,000 under the scheme.
The Markievicz Award both honours Con-

stance de Markievicz – herself an artist – and 
provides support for artists from all backgrounds 
and genres in producing new work that reflects 
on the role of women in the period covered by 
the centenary commemorations and beyond. 
This is the second year of the award, which is 
an initiative of Minister Madigan under the 
Decade of Centenaries 2012 – 2023.

VAI Webinars & Podcasts
As Visual Artists Ireland have moved the major-
ity of our Lifelong Learning programme online, 
we’ve begun to upload recordings of our webi-
nars to the Members’ Area of the VAI website 
(visualartists.ie). These recordings are made 
available for free to members of Visual Artists 
Ireland. You’ll need to provide the email address 
and password associated with your account to 
access them. So far, you can watch webinars 
from Joanne Laws (Features Editor, The Visu-
al Artists’ News Sheet) on ‘Writing About Your 
Work’, and curator Maeve Mulrennan on the 
‘Landscape of Opportunities’ – which provides 
viewers with an introduction to applying for dif-
ferent artist opportunities – amongst others. 

VAI have also begun releasing a series of 
podcasts on SoundCloud. ‘The Unseen Shows’ is 
a new podcast series hosted by Joanne Laws, fea-
turing interviews with artists whose shows have 
been affected by the closure of all cultural ven-
ues in mid-March. Episodes are being published 
online every two weeks and are available to lis-
ten to in the Member’s Area of the VAI web-
site (visualartists.ie/members-area), The Visual 
Artists’ News Sheet Online (visualartistsireland.
com) as well as on SoundCloud (soundcloud.
com/visualartistsireland). Print versions of Mark 
Garry’s and Neil Carroll’s podcast interviews are 
also featured in this issue of VAN.  

With the cancellation of VAI’s annual Get 
Together event, we are also digging into our 
archives to publish select audio recordings of 
previous talks, keynotes and panel discussions. 
Get Together is Ireland’s ‘national day for visual 
artists’, offering a space for artists to meet, dis-
cuss and make new connections with people 
working in the visual arts across the country. So 
far, we have published presentations from both 
2017 and 2018, with more content to follow in 
the coming weeks. To keep up-to-date, please 
subscribe to our SoundCloud page and sign up 
to our bi-weekly eBulletin.

Bernie Masterson, Flight, 2020, colour, sound, 3 mins 33 secs; video still courtesy of 
the artist and Highlanes Gallery
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DURING 2019, I became interested in using 
coding in my art practice to explore abstract 
imagery that I was using in drawing, painting 
and print. I began using Processing, an open 
source graphical library and integrated develop-
ment environment (IDE), which was developed 
at MIT to enable artists to develop software 
projects (processing.org). I experimented with 
some basic programs using modular graphic ele-
ments to generate animations. 

Around about this time, I was also thinking 
back to an earlier artist’s book I had made and 
of the possibility of revisiting it. Th e book was 
based around pairs of words forming binary 
oppositions, such as ‘life’ and ‘death’. For each 
pair of antonyms, a thesaurus was used to gen-
erate a chain of successive synonyms to bridge 
the gap between them. Th ese lists of words were 
presented in a circular format. It now occurred to 
me that by adding motion to the loops of words, 
the work could be presented as a projection on 
the fl oor. Th e viewer could stand in the centre, 
as words rotated around them like a whirlpool. 

After testing this idea with a video anima-
tion, I realised it would make more sense to code 
a piece of software that could run indefi nitely, 
without coming to an endpoint and restarting. 
My original attempt at this used Processing, but 
the animation was not smooth. It became clear 
that the level of computing power that Process-
ing required to display multiple animations was 
excessive. I discussed the problem with a friend 
and software developer, Russell Davies, who 
suggested using CSS animation. CSS stands for 
Cascading Style Sheets and, along with HTML 
and Javascript, is one of the basic technologies 
used to create webpages. While HTML is used 
to defi ne the elements on a webpage, CSS is 
used to control the appearance and positioning 
of these elements by applying a ‘style’. CSS ani-
mations are an effi  cient means of creating online 
animations, by repeatedly updating the style 
applied to a webpage element. Javascript is used 
to make changes to CSS, enabling interactivity.

Once I concluded that the project could be 
developed using CSS, I decided an online ver-
sion of the artwork was worth exploring. It would 
take me a step closer to realising a gallery instal-
lation, as the website could later be projected as 
an installation anywhere in the world. Following 
a successful application to the Arts Council of 
Ireland’s COVID-19 Crisis Response Award, I 
began developing the project in early May. 

Th ere are many valuable free online web 
development resources, which I relied on heav-
ily during the development of my website. 
W3schools contains information on Javascript, 
CSS and HTML5 (w3schools.com); as does 
Mozilla’s MDN web docs (developer.mozil-
la.org). Stackoverfl ow (stackoverfl ow.com) is 
a forum where you can post questions to be 
answered by other developers and is particularly 
useful for resolving more specifi c and challeng-
ing problems. Google Chrome’s developer tools 
is a useful way to identify errors and can be used 
to preview your website on phones and tablets. I 
wrote my code using the Atom text editor which 
is free, though others are available (atom.io).

Th ere were numerous challenging moments 
during this project, when I thought I was almost 
fi nished, only to fi nd a signifi cant amount of 
work was still needed. Th is included the dis-
covery of the need for an entirely diff erent way 
of interacting with the work for mobile phone 
users.Th e low point in the development process 
came after I spent a couple of days successfully 
changing how the audio works on the website. 
Upon completion, I spent 20 minutes tweaking 
the positioning of some elements, which some-
how resulted in the entire website ceasing to 
function. Th e most recent functioning version 
that I was able to recover was four days old. 
Th ankfully, I still had the code from the broken 
version of the website for reference. I was able to 
go through this forensically and add each piece 
of code carefully into the four-day-old version. 
While this wasn’t pleasant, the rebuilding pro-
cessing resulted in a rigorous reassessment and 
clarifi cation of code that had accumulated piece-
meal over a number of weeks, with a much-im-
proved result.

Th is taught me a valuable lesson in the 
importance of version control. A version control 
system records changes to a set of fi les over time, 
so that you can recall specifi c versions later. Th e 
most common of these is an open-source tool 
called Git (git-scm.com). Github.com off ers 
a way to use the features of Git with a visual 
interface in browser. A useful feature of Git is 
‘branching’. When adding a new feature to the 
site, a parallel copy of the project, known as a 
‘branch’, can be created. Work provides a safe 
way of testing out ideas, without overwriting 
fi les in the main branch until you are ready. For 
hosting I chose Netlify, a hosting platform that 
can be connected to a Github repository (netlify.
com). When there is a commit made to the main 
branch, the changes are automatically deployed 
to the live website.

Th e website went live in early-June and I 
hope to use this online work as the basis for a 
fl oor-based gallery installation in the near future 
(onym.ie).

Niall de Buitléar is a visual artist based in 
Dublin.
nialldebuitlear.com

WE START SCHOOL with a great confi dence in 
mark making, uninhibited by rules; we glue and 
cut and scrawl, just enjoying the process. Like 
most children, I picked up a crayon at the age 
of about two and started drawing. Growing up 
in a home with a lot of creativity really helped – 
my mother was passionate about literature and 
theatre and the walls were full of art and curios 
collected from our travels. When I was nine, 
I met Tony Hart at our village fete and asked 
him how I could become an artist. He kindly 
replied that I must follow the art exam route 
leading to university and just stick with it, if that 
was my life choice. After A-levels, I studied at 
West Surrey College of Art and then Bristol 
University, completing a BA in Fine Art in 1989. 

One thing they don’t tell you about in art 
school, is how incredibly hard it is to stay mak-
ing art afterwards. With no studios, helpful 
technicians, materials or uninterrupted making 
time, it was impossible to continue with the 
welded sculptures I’d been so crazy about. So, I 
sketched whilst travelling around living in a bus 
with my partner, baby and dog. It was only when 
I had settled in a house with my new husband 
and second baby that I started making art again 
with any conviction. I started small. A local gal-
lery took on a few of my drawings. I worked 
exclusively with charcoal on paper, but unable to 
aff ord to frame the work, most of it was sold as 
unframed sketchbook pieces. To survive, I par-
ticipated in FÁS schemes and ran art classes for 
children and adults, all the while developing my 
drawing skills through practice and life drawing 
classes. Still reluctant to change career paths, 
I set up a studio in the garden and worked on 
making drawings while raising a young family. 
Most of my contemporaries will be familiar with 
the clock-watching, as 3pm approaches and you 
know that you have to put down the brushes and 
put your parent head on again. I emailed gal-
leries, sent images on CD discs and generally 
knocked on doors until I had a couple of galler-

ies taking on my work and selling it. Th ere was 
a defi nite moment about ten years ago, when I 
started identifying as an artist – this is my job 
and I love it. I started submitting to the Royal 
Academies and amazingly was successful with 
all of them, fi rst or second time round, which 
really helped with my confi dence as an artist.

My art is animal themed. In the Welsh cot-
tage where I was born, at the foot of the great 
Skirrid Mountain, we were never without a fam-
ily pet. I have documented a wide range of ani-
mals, both domestic and wild, including endan-
gered species, such as the bee and the polar bear, 
with dogs and hares being recurring subjects. 
My animal portraits are largely passive. I like a 
certain level of melancholy; my palette, though 
full of colour, is muted and gloomy most of the 
time. I use charcoals and pastels in a traditional 
drawing process, but my work feels like paint-
ing, as I use liquid medium to mix the chalks on 
the canvas. I keep the pastel moving fl uidly on 
the surface by adding a concoction of water and 
water-based varnish. My studio is full of jam jars 
containing a sort of charcoal soup that can form 
the most beautifully muted colours over endless 
visits to the canvas. I work in layers, sometimes 
allowing the colours to stay opaque, but more 
often diluting them, until I get the sort of tex-
ture I like. I gradually had to move away from 
paper, as my robust drawing technique usually 
ended up destroying the surface. Using canvas 
as a support transformed the way I put down 
marks. I am drawn to animal art in the galleries 
and museums I visit. Although it may be per-
ceived as a rather unfashionable and sometimes 
mawkish subject, I think the animal image will 
endure beyond all other artforms. 

Heidi Wickham is an artist based in Sligo. 
Her solo exhibition at the Hamilton Gallery, 
‘A Soot Peddler’s Banquet’, has been 
postponed until next year.
heidiwickham.com

Passive Portraits From Artist’s Book to Online Artwork

HEIDI WICKHAM DISCUSSES THE EVOLUTION OF HER ART 
PRACTICE.

NIALL DE BUITLÉAR OFFERS INSIGHTS INTO CODING A WEB-
BASED ARTWORK DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC.

Skills

Heidi Wickham, Terrier, 2019, charcoal, pastel and acrylic on canvas; photograph by Steve Wickham, courtesy of the 
artist

Niall de Buitléar, Onym, 2020, interactive website; 
courtesy of the artist
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Field Test

STUDENTS FROM LIMERICK SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN AND EDINBURGH COLLEGE OF ART TALK ABOUT THEIR PARTICIPATION IN A 
RECENT OUTDOOR SCREENING EVENT, ORGANISED BY AIDEEN BARRY. 

Cáitríona McClay and Éiméar McClay 
Intermedia Art, Edinburgh College of Art
‘Field Test’ was a showcase of student moving 
image work, presented remotely in a field beside 
the Silvermine Mountains in County Tipper-
ary. With horses as its sole physical audience, 
the screening was accessible to the public via a 
web livestream on 19 and 20 May. Edinburgh 
College of Art (ECA) was one of several institu-
tions invited to participate, with students across 
the School of Art contributing work, resulting in 
a diverse, exciting programme. 

Over half of the ECA students involved 
study Intermedia, a specialism defined by its 
emphasis on the production of interdisciplinary, 
conceptual work. The rest study Sculpture or 
Painting, degrees traditionally associated with 
formalism; however, in recent years the param-
eters of these courses have expanded to incor-
porate contemporary media like video and per-
formance. Fourth year sculptor Zac Hughson’s 
offering for ‘Field Test’, titled Off Days, signifies 
such a development into moving image.

Many of the ECA participants have recent-
ly completed their final year of undergraduate 
study; the screening marks an opportunity for 
them to display work outside of their post-
poned degree shows. Since the premature clo-
sure of the art school campus in March, due to 
the COVID-19 crisis, students have developed 
alternative approaches to making and display-
ing work. Without workshop or studio access, 
many artists have lost the facilities that support 
their core practices. Living in shared flats with 
limited space to store or document physical 
work, some have turned to immaterial media 
like video. 

Many of the works contributed by ECA stu-
dents feel particularly pertinent to the ongoing 
coronavirus pandemic. For example, Aisling 
Ward’s Performing Labour II addresses unity, 
labour and collective resistance – themes relat-
ed to the current geopolitical situation – using 
documentation of a performance she executed in 
the ECA Sculpture Court. Similarly reflective of 
the current global condition is Gabriel Levine 
Brislin’s You Should Get Paid To Waste My Time, 
a piece focused on the limits of communication 
within the saturated 21st-century digital land-
scape; with strict social distancing guidelines in 
place in the UK and abroad, many have become 
reliant on fallible modern technologies to stay in 
touch. Furthermore, Evie Edwards’ video, Zoom, 
marks the reshaping of her artistic practice in 
response to the lockdown. This video documents 
Edwards’ circumvention of current travel restric-
tions through her virtual exploration of popu-
lar landmarks, like Germany’s Neuschwanstein 
Castle, using Google Earth.

The screening’s geographical setting was 
especially appropriate to the work of student 
Katherine Stanley. An advocate for Irish cul-
ture, her videos often feature Celtic gods; using 
them as mascots, she communicates humorous, 
bizarre narratives, accompanied by visuals bor-
rowed from children’s TV shows. Our contribu-
tion to ‘Field Test’, Queer Use, is similarly surreal: 
inspired by an essay of the same title by cultural 

theorist, Sara Ahmed, we transformed images of 
our bodies into abject pieces of furniture to rep-
resent the rejection of queerness by heteronor-
mative patriarchy.

Several students contributed films docu-
menting performance, demonstrating the func-
tion of video as a recording device. Michelle 
Wolodarsky’s piece, Special Thanks to John Bar-
ry, marks the beginning of a trilogy playing 
with illusion to challenge the idea of ‘honesty’ 
as an indicator of quality in creative expres-
sion. Through this work, Wolodarsky explores 
the tension between earnestness and theatri-
cal artifice, and subverts viewers’ expectations 
by focusing on the build up to a performance, 
rather than the main event. Florentina Abend-
stein’s Umbrella Dance is a performative explo-
ration of the mutual conditioning of movement 
between objects and humans, using an umbrella 
as a prop. Connected by a string, the umbrella 
and Abendstein become puppet and puppeteer, 
moving together in a spontaneous choreography. 
Georgia Gardner’s Dyadic Preparation considers 
our focus on progression and subsequent ideas 
of self-worth. Gestures move through prolonged 
self-reflexivity and stillness, drawing connectiv-
ity from quiet introspection. Through this work, 
Gardner questions how we both situate purpose, 
and identify fulfilment. 

Finally, fourth year students Maddy 
Scott-Berry and Cal McCormack have both 
produced works focused on memory. Scott-Ber-
ry’s work in progress, Bodies of Water: The Bridge, 
pieces together the ethnography of place, self 
and intimate experience in an exploration of 
her personal memories of water; while McCor-
mack’s Preserving Fruit harnesses the iPhone 
camera as an extension of the body, capable of 
capturing intimate relationships, hedonism and 
peaceful natural phenomena. 

Cormac Hughes 
Fine Art (Photography, Film, Video), Limerick 
School of Art and Design
A digital online submission of works is how one 
completes their art school studies in 2020 – a 
surreal end to the college experience. My four 
years of study at Limerick School of Art and 
Design (LSAD) have been extremely formative, 
in both personal and creative terms, an experi-
ence marked with comradery, collaboration and 
now, a post-college opportunity to participate in 
Aideen Barry’s ‘Field Test’. 

PFV (Photography, Film, Video) is a relative-
ly new Fine Art course at LSAD. The course is 
led by Lorraine Neeson and while it specialises 
in lens-based practices, there is room to explore 
alternative mediums and processes. Having 
returned to the course following a three-year 
absence, a period of self-reflection, I was encour-
aged by the wide variety of work produced by 
fellow PFV students and inspired to approach 
my own work with broadminded and explorato-
ry ambition. By my third year, I had made forays 
into performance, a natural progression from a 
series of images I had produced. I was apprehen-
sive to venture into this territory and am grateful 
for the continuous guidance and support provid-

ed by my tutors.
‘Field Test’ displayed student films on a 16 × 

9-foot screen in a gently inclining field at the 
foot of the Silvermine Mountains. 29 art stu-
dents submitted video works to be screened and 
broadcasted live on Instagram. Over the last 
year, artist Aideen Barry was visiting tutor for 
students in Virginia Commonwealth University 
(VCU) and Edinburgh College of Art (ECA). 
She devised ‘Field Test’ as a platform for emerg-
ing artists to display new work, while providing 
a window of contemplation within our current 
global situation. While congregation in public 
space is still limited, the screen suspended in 
darkness, almost represents the refuge we seek 
in our devices; it conveys the tension between 
physical and immaterial distance that both sep-
arates and binds us now. This is a field-test of 
creative endeavour adapting to the global impact 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

My fellow LSAD students of the Sculpture 
& Combined Media and Photography, Film, 
Video courses, in their varying states of isolation, 
took this opportunity to submit works. Some are 
produced specifically with the epidemic in mind 
and others, produced in a pre-COVID world, 
are now viewed from new perspectives, offering 
alternate reflections. 

Our precarious relationship with the natu-
ral environment, subject to increased scrutiny 
during this time, can be seen within the works 
submitted for ‘Field Test’. The contrasting land-
scape of Adela Passas’s Soundscape and Jamie 
Burke’s Cryptic Darkness imbue the natural 
world with a sense of unease, evident in the halt-
ed, broken rhythm of Passas’ work and Burke’s 
foreboding woodland. Organic barriers of earth 
and water present themselves in Sibéal Rior-
dan’s Triptych and Ellen-Rose Wallace’s Under, 
whose characters almost probe the elements for 
response – are they ignored?  

The indoor life of the quarantined experience 
is addressed in Ailbhe McGowran’s Chair Fort 
and Sarah McGlone’s Pops. They present our 
fluctuating responses to those we share space 
with, as we either embrace the desire for com-

munity or avoid it, seeking further isolation. We 
may struggle to occupy ourselves, to fill our days, 
often prolonging menial tasks, as conveyed in 
Caoimhinn Ní Dhuinn’s Quarantine Boredom, 
where a playful mania starts to surface. Similarly, 
Fiona Gordon’s BORED BINGIN’, wonders if 
our crafted online personas will remain intact, or 
whether an inner turmoil will begin to emerge. 
The virus, as an unseen, relentless force, is 
acknowledged in Maria McSweeney’s The Vag-
abond Virus and Clara McSweeney’s Scrubbing 
in Silence, depicting our resilient and repeated 
efforts in the face of the unknown.

The expressionistic and painterly qualities 
of Finn Nichol’s film, Pluto, captures an inner-
dread and melancholia toward our unpredict-
able future while his hand-drawn animation, 
Quarantine Assessment Report, invokes sinister 
tones through apocalyptic figurative repre-
sentations. Existential dread resurfaces in the 
somatic and metaphysical qualities of Shane 
Vaughan’s This Mortal Flesh and my own film, 
Performance to Camera, as though the body 
seeks to temper the mind through physical and 
psychological ritual.

We are experiencing an onslaught of positive 
and negative in our current daily experiences, 
which we may struggle to process with clarity 
of mind. Sean Cahill’s Heaven/Hell captures a 
blurring of time, journaling a continuous and 
spiralling account of the days. If we can main-
tain clarity, can we move past the inherited guilt 
– poetically depicted in Beate Gilson’s film, Bil-
let Doux – to make sufficient change? With the 
live broadcast of ‘Field Test’, we came together, 
not primarily to converse, but to look. The value 
in art – no different now than before, but per-
haps more apparent as we yearn, not for things 
to return to ‘normal’, but for something exciting 
and new – is in how it reflects societal shifts. The 
first signs are between us and within us, in isola-
tion and contemplation, like a glimmer of light 
viewed through a distant window. 

The ‘Field test’ screenings are archived on 
photographyfilmvideo.com

Columns

Student Screening

Katherine Stanley (Edinburgh College of Art), Grainne is a mute, 2020, ‘Field Test’ (Part Two), 20 May 2020; 
photograph by Aideen Barry, courtesy of the artist
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The Cloud of Unknowing

CORNELIUS BROWNE REFLECTS ON THE REALITIES OF ARTISTIC 
ISOLATION. 

PENCILLING THIS COLUMN in my head, 
shortly before the ominous complexion of the 
year revealed itself, I thought I’d be writing about 
solitary outdoor painters gravitating towards 
each other during these summer months. By 
now, I’d normally be looking forward to tutoring 
plein air workshops. There is a sense now that 
days will go by unpainted; that trees and shores 
next to which we usually pitch our easels will 
watch over our absences. 

Poverty has imposed upon my life restrictions 
not dissimilar to those inflicted upon the wider 
populace by COVID-19. Growing up in rural 
Donegal without transport, my first 18 years 
unfolded largely within a 5km radius. Only once 
have I been outside Ireland, when in 1989, I 
spent a summer in Glasgow as a pavement art-
ist. Aged 51, I have never applied for a passport. 
Homeless during the Celtic Tiger period, I fled 
Dublin for the sanctuary of my childhood home. 
For twelve years, I was again without transport, 
and rarely went further than my feet could car-
ry me. My two children were born during this 
time, and we had at our disposal one short road 
for exercise. Those slow walks of infancy were 
also the infancy of my plein air paintings. Since 
graduating from NCAD rather inharmonious-
ly, I had not picked up a brush for 21 years. As 
my children marvelled over wildflowers, I found 
myself idling on the same spots, day in, day out. 
In that slowness, the urge to paint returned. For 
four years I painted within sight of that familiar 
road, and nowhere else. 

Although I paint outdoors, I feel a bond with 
artists whose lives were restricted and interior, 
their art often shaped by deprivation. Folk artist 
Maud Lewis spent her entire life within one-
hour’s drive of her birthplace. During her last 
thirty years, she almost never left the confines 
of the tiny one-room house, now on permanent 
display at the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia. Every 
day her metal TV tray transformed from table 
to easel and she sat in her cramped corner by the 
window painting. Maud’s work often broke free 
of the boards that brought her fame, brightening 
the impoverished dwelling as doors, breadboxes, 

wallpaper, linoleum, stairs, and even stove, burst 
into vibrancy amid the squalor. 

Although he went to sea as a young man, by 
the time he took up painting ‘for company’ in his 
seventies, Alfred Wallis was experiencing severe 
isolation. Described by one early biographer as 
“a man locked up darkly within himself ”, this 
rag-and-bone-man turned painter no longer 
budged from the single downstairs room of 
his decaying cottage, where he lived, slept and 
painted. Another seaman, Norfolk fisherman 
John Craske, was stricken by a mysterious illness 
in his thirties which made of him an invalid. 
Echoing Maud Lewis, he began painting every 
surface of his humble cottage that had room for 
an image, moving onto sheets of brown wrap-
ping paper when he ran out of space. Eventually 
bedridden, Craske then moved onto embroi-
dery, because he could do the stitching while 
lying down. 

Functioning outside the mainstream art 
world, artists such as these have long reminded 
me of mystics, many of them hermits or recluses, 
who produced works outside the boundaries of 
the established Church. The fourteenth-century 
author of The Cloud of Unknowing, cloaked in 
anonymity, evangelised a God who can be met 
only through oneness with nature. 

Now that I have a car, I’m continually sur-
prised by how much I keep returning to the 
same spots to paint. Often, I come upon tubes 
of paint or brushes in the grass that I recognise 
as my own, lost for months, even years. My sym-
pathy for artists like Lewis and Craske surges – 
that desire to live inside their paintings. 

During lockdown, with outdoors fraught, I 
have retreated to the kitchen table, producing 
only tiny ‘breakfast drawings’. I tried painting 
indoors for the first time since the NCAD stu-
dios, but felt trapped and claustrophobic, and 
accept that I have become a feral painter. I’m 
a great believer in lulls, however, as a means of 
replenishing creative sources. 

Cornelius Browne is a Donegal-based 
artist.

Cornelius Browne, Breakfast drawing, tomatoes on the vine, 2020; courtesy of the artist

Plein Air
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A Physical Existence
DORJE DE BURGH TALKS TO SAMUEL LAURENCE CUNNANE 
ABOUT HIS CURRENT EXHIBITION AT KERLIN GALLERY.

Dorje de Burgh: How do we talk about photography – or art – in a time of 
unprecedented global crisis?
Samuel Laurence Cunnane: At a time like this, to make work is one of 
appropriate response, especially as we’re encouraging social isolation; but 
to talk of previous work seems odd, like seeing TV clips of people hugging 
and shaking hands – it’s unnerving. I suppose this is the response to a crisis 
– we go into a heightened state of awareness of the here and now. What 
do you think of this now widespread turn to the internet and online space, 
where we can continue our affairs, safe from COVID-19?

DdB: Well it’s a paradox. On one level, it’s an incredible opportunity for 
humanity, to have these technologies at our fingertips in the midst of a 
universal crisis. It provides so many basic needs – community support, dis-
semination of information, etc. – while also allowing the potential for col-
lective reappraisal and the sharing of ideas as we (hopefully) move towards 
a healing phase and a reimagining of the social/global landscape. On the 
flipside, however, our already pretty Baudrillardian world has suddenly 
gone full-virtual. It’s just very uncertain where it will all lead. To bring it 
back to the work, you are a self-confessed analogue fetishist, whose pro-
cess pretty much ignores the digital. Do you feel that you would still be 
drawn to make art, if virtual space was the only avenue open to share the 
work? And if so, do you think you would change your working methods?
SLC: I am, as you accurately point out, a total fetishist when it comes to 
the celluloid and chemical parts of the history of photography. But beyond 
the pure aesthetic question, is the process itself that I love so much. The 
act of disappearing into a completely darkened room, without screens or 
outside information, is a kind of sanctuary. The physical nature of cameras 
– the loud shutter, the clicks of the aperture rings, the tactile nature of the 
prints – all of these things are reminders of a physical existence. Would I 
still make work this way if a virtual gallery was the only platform? Most 
definitely. My biggest concern with the online space is that I feel my work 
adds to the deluge of imagery assaulting everyone on the internet. Do you 
ever worry that the aesthetic inherent in the analogue process distracts 
from deeper considerations of the work?

Samuel Laurence Cunnane, Small truck burning, 2020, hand-printed C-type print on archival photopaper; 17.8 × 25.5 cm; all images courtesy of the artist and Kerlin Gallery
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DdB: On one level, it’s all just picture making, though I do 
just prefer the actual look of hand-printed pictures made on 
film. But then, there is also a definite difference, and that’s in 
the realm of the latent image. A digital sensor and a frame of 
film function in pretty much the same way, in terms of how 
they record light. But the digital image is compressed into 
binary and sped away onto a memory card to make room for 
the next one; whereas film itself moves and is wound along, 
so the latent image – the chemical fingerprint – remains 
an object in the world. Even before processing, the trace is 
there. I feel this has some kind of ontological value. There’s 
obviously ontological value in the compression and veloci-
ty too, it’s just a different thing, but the result is different in 
its resonance. If the process is part of the work’s conceptu-
al logic, then fine; but it’s problematic when used as a false 
barometer of authenticity or value. Do you feel your ways of 
working sometimes become disproportionately emphasised, 
ahead of the actual content of the work?
SLC: I agree with you. The medium and way of working have 
to make sense, in terms of the conceptual logic and process. 
Eventually, these second-hand cameras are going to break 
down and the skillset and knowledge to repair them will 
disappear. At what point does the amount of effort required 
to keep a practice alive – mixing raw chemicals, making 
homemade paper and emulsions and building your own cam-
era – begin to take up a disproportionate amount of time, 
compared to actually taking photographs? If analogue pro-
cess gets disproportionately emphasised, then I am complicit, 
because of the care I take in printing the work. I’ve become 
less interested in what’s actually going on in the frame and 
increasingly interested in what it feels like to look at a photo-
graph – and how this looking changes the scene itself. 

DdB: Do you feel the meditative environment of West Kerry 
has contributed to this turn inwards, towards the bare bones 
of image making? How do you feel about the ‘story’ in pho-
tography? 
SLC: I’ve definitely resisted the idea of an immediate or lin-
ear narrative. I would prefer that the work be interpreted like 
a series of recollections or memories that time has murked 
and blended together. Having said that, some concise works 
with definite linearity are among my favourites, like Watabe 
Yukicki’s A Criminal Investigation, for instance. In terms of 
how my work has changed since moving to Kerry, I expanded 
on something I was already interested in back then, which 
was the gulf between the ‘real’, our experience of it, and the 
role of seeing in this. In other words, how the eyes, and by 

extension the camera, felt like tools we controlled but whose 
results we couldn’t understand. They are analogous because of 
the barrier they create between experience and witnessing it. 
I like it when I manage to make work that feels like it’s been 
made by a floating eye. Having said that, there are personal 
elements in my work – I photograph my mother a lot, for 
instance. But even then, I want the camera to play a part that 
affects the scene, through the framing and composition, the 
being present and altering it in a physical sense. When I’m 
witnessing a scene, there are numerous others I am not pho-
tographing at that point, so they become present in the work, 
as a kind of blind spot.

DdB: We’re all going to have to start thinking local in this 
new future. How do you now feel about the potential ave-
nues for sharing work – analogue or otherwise – when the 
reintroduction of familiar communal cultural experiences 
appears so much further away than we previously thought 
possible? 
SLC: If we’re lucky – and with some tight controls – people 
will visit some shows in person in the next few months. But 
beyond that, I can’t help feeling we’re accelerating an already 
ongoing trend. This will first be experimented by the art mar-
ket, if the viewings of works and transactions can still occur 
at a similar rate, then it will move online, where the running 
costs will be a fraction of what they were before. As for pub-
lic institutions and educational possibilities, what better way 
to bring art to people who are normally deprived of it (for 
geographic or socioeconomic reasons) than by putting public 
collections online? The opportunity for artists to use spaces 
on the street to show work in a safe outdoor environment 
could be another interesting development. Not to mention 
using temporarily empty premises of closed businesses, to 
showcase artworks in the interim. These might encourage a 
return to a localised practice.

DdB: One potential plus that could come from this night-
mare is the resurgence of a local / DIY scene, with art, music 
and culture created only for the immediate audience, maybe 
even without the a priori dream of global fame. But if that 
does happen, it will be paralleled with an ever-expanding 
online ecosystem. How do you feel this strange moment of 
collective grief, pain and uncertainty will affect readings of 
your existing work, created before the pandemic?
SLC: Part of my reasoning in making this work was that I 
wanted to turn my attention to the landscape I grew up in, and 
make it my own. I’m using the backdrop of a certain vernacu-

lar architecture, pebble dash, rain, damp undergrowth and the 
almost sinister vegetation we have in Kerry, to hint at what it 
feels like to look at it, exist in it, and outside it. In some ways, 
the work was about how being disconnected from the envi-
ronment and the landscape is not a new phenomenon, but a 
result of our inability to perceive it. The environment has an 
agency of its own and I think this is vaguely threatening. I 
often think about it as the outskirts or periphery – of towns 
or landscapes, even our vision or consciousness. On a person-
al level, maybe the pandemic shows just how vulnerable we 
are to this ‘undergrowth’ and everything that dwells there. I 
don’t think this is because we’ve somehow lost a lifestyle more 
in-tune with the land; I think our consciousness has always 
been outside of it, cast out from nature as it continues obliv-
ious to us. I think it’s quite humbling and maybe a bit lonely, 
to be on the outskirts looking in.

DdB: That’s an interesting idea – the human as outcast 
from nature. In our historical moment, when everyone has a 
camera and is visually literate, you are operating on a deep-
ly engaged register with photography. Do you feel that the 
act of shifting your focus to that which might commonly be 
ignored – to scenes in which nothing tangible is really hap-
pening – is an act of resistance to our saturated media-sphere 
of the ‘event’?
SLC: I’m not sure I would say that what I’m doing amounts 
to any real act of resistance, in terms of our current situa-
tion. If I am resisting anything, it’s the part of my brain that 
wants to fleetingly and nervously dissect the perceived real 
into convenient disjointed impressions and move on. Photog-
raphy can be a way of holding on to a moment, before it gets 
swept downstream.

Dorje de Burgh is an artist based in Dublin. His latest 
solo exhibition, ‘Dream the End’, ran at Mermaid Arts 
Centre from 5 December 2019 to 1 February 2020. 

Samuel Laurence Cunnane is an artist based in Kerry. 
His solo exhibition at Kerlin Gallery was presented as an 
online viewing room, due to government restrictions 
on public venues during the coronavirus pandemic. 
This is an abridged version of a conversation, featured 
in the publication accompanying that exhibition.
kerlingallery.com

Samuel Laurence Cunnane, Handprint, 2020, hand-printed C-type print on archival photopaper; 22.5 × 30.6 cm Samuel Laurence Cunnane, Metal bar, 2020, hand-printed C-type print 
on archival photopaper; 22.5 × 17.8 cm
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In Pursuit of the 
Brocken Spectre
JOANNE LAWS INTERVIEWS NEIL CARROLL ABOUT 
HIS RECENT SOLO EXHIBITION AT THE RHA.

Joanne Laws: There was something monumental about this show, which 
seemed to have an art historical presence in the RHA’s colossal upper 
gallery, almost like some sort of formal retrospective. Maybe you could 
describe the shifts in your thinking, as you began to consider how you 
might work on such a large scale – including pragmatic decisions, such as 
fabrication, workspace and storage? 
Neil Carroll: I used to walk into the main space of the RHA any time the 
walls weren’t up – particularly during Niamh O’Malley’s last show, ‘handle’ 
(6 September – 28 October 2019) – and I’d get a shock because the space 
was just so big. I suppose you always feel as if you are subject to it, rather 
than being able to control it in any way. I was thinking that maybe I should 
just forget about the walls and imagine the space almost as a desert land-
scape, with this horizon that stretches out to infinity. I’d worked the whole 
thing out as an installation and had built a model, but when I started to 
actually make the installation, it just seemed a bit programmatic for me. 
The way I work is usually quite process-based and there were no surpris-
es in this plan. So when I realised that the things I was making weren’t 
working, I chopped them all up and started seeing different sections. I laid 
them out on the floor and noticed that they were essentially two-dimen-
sional paintings. It was at that point that I flipped over into the idea of 
wall-mounted paintings. I thought, if the space is massive, why not just do 
huge works? I had access to a large agricultural shed to use as a workspace. 
In terms of storage, I decided to disregard everything that might happen 
afterwards. I just wanted to put on the best show I could. 

JL: What does the term ‘Brocken Spectre’ actually refer to? 
NC: A Brocken Spectre is a relatively rare meteorological phenomenon 
that you can see up in the mountains from time to time. If you go above 
low-lying cloud on a mountaintop, with the sun behind you, it throws your 
shadow onto the water droplets below you, almost like a mirage or holo-
gram, with a prism of rainbow colours surrounding you. A lot of the works 

The Unseen Shows

Neil Carroll, Rupture, 2019, emulsion paint, plaster, paper, burlap, tarpaulin, electrical tape, galva-band, lining paper, steel, wire mesh, wood, 250 × 420cm, installation view, RHA; photograph by Ros Kavanagh, courtesy of the artist and RHA
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I made are very much around the idea of mountainscapes or 
that which is much larger than us. I even think about land 
artists from the late ‘60s, who had this idea of leaving the gal-
lery space and heading out into the landscape, in order to see 
things anew. For me, the Brocken Spectre is essentially this 
idea of ‘self ’ being projected out in front of a mirage that will 
dissipate and evaporate over time. It’s a paradox – a seeking 
of something that cannot exist. 

JL: There seems to be a tension in your work between the 
abstract and the semi-figurative. Did you use specific source 
imagery or subject matter when making this body of work? 
NC: Generally I’ve built up collections of several hundred 
images: photocopies from books; internet searches of key-
words, such as ‘construction’ or ‘fracture; and photographs 
I’ve taken walking around the city, documenting holes in the 
ground or the places where road workers have marked out 
sections of the road with lines and numbers. I am interested 
in sites where the layers of history have been exposed and the 
skin has been peeled away. This could be anything, from bare 
skeletal trees or graffiti, to geological formations or the side of 
a building that’s been torn down. I sometimes think about the 
urban landscape almost in a geological time, with the idea of 
the Anthropocene and this new state of geology that humans 

are bringing into shape, through the compression of our rub-
bish and detritus in the earth. I print these images and use 
them as jumping off points. I try to think outside of language 
or logic and work in a more instinctive way, to explore ideas 
around the underpinnings of a structure. 

JL: You work in a very physical way, through pouring and 
scraping, collaging and cutting and the dismantling and 
reworking of older works. You also tend to use materials that 
are readily available from hardware shops or building suppli-
ers, such as wood, plaster, household paint, hessian and wire 
– materials strongly associated with the sculptural tradition. 
In transitioning these works to be viewed by the public, is 
there a stage when you begin to make aesthetic decisions?
NC: I’ve been considering ideas of sculptural painting, 
expanded painting or constructed space as ways of thinking 
about spatial relations. As humans, we take up space in the 
world and we experience space as being three-dimensional. 
My work is very much process-based but at the same time, 
I am also thinking about the history of art, in particular the 
history of painting, and so therefore there is always an aes-
theticisation at the end, where you realise that essentially 
these things are going out to a viewing public, otherwise they 
could circulate forever. You might be learning, but I feel like 

The Unseen Shows

the learning needs to have an endpoint, and that’s what exhi-
bitions become for me, as punctuations along the way, even in 
a multilinear sense. These punctuations and endpoints allow 
me to reflect on the learning that has taken place within a 
given timeframe. A preoccupation with this work was fig-
uring out how to bring it from the horizontal plane of the 
floor into the more formal vertical space. I will circulate the 
materials and objects for a long time – often building support 
structures and pinning things to them – but I think essen-
tially at the back of my mind, I’m waiting for them to find 
their own sense of formal composition. Sometimes I destroy 
things until they speak to me and then I’m gentle with them, 
restoring them and bring them back into some kind of final 
resting place.  

JL: I’m curious about the MFA you undertook at the Ruskin 
School of Art in 2016. As a prominent critic and thinker of 
the Victorian Era, do John Ruskin’s values around environ-
mentalism, sustainability and craft inform the approaches to 
teaching and learning on the course? Similarly, do you think 
that Ruskin’s emphasis on the natural landscape and the 
handmade permeate your own values as an artist?
NC: When I went to the Ruskin school, it seemed to have 
very little to do with Ruskin. The MFA is very much focused 
on contemporary practice, as opposed to harking back to the 
values of the arts and crafts movement or whatever. Tutors 
included artists like Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, whose practice 
embraces the art historical portraiture traditions of artists like 
Velasquez, in terms of skill and technique. Strangely enough, 
the RSA undergrad course is quite traditional – they do a lot 
of life drawing and their technical skills are incredible. I felt 
like I had come through that earlier on in my career, reading 
technical books on glazing and colour theory. I realised that 
for me, it was definitely about letting some of that stuff go. 
But the MFA was very much a contemporary art programme 
and that’s why I went there. The pre-Raphaelites and artists of 
late-Romanticism like J.W. Turner (a friend of Ruskin) had 
a big influence on me as a teenager, and also Irish artists like 
Hughie O’Donoghue – I remember seeing his RHA show 
in the late ‘90s with the massive oil paintings of bog bodies 
and being blown away. So, I see my work as responding to the 
sensitivity, technical rigour and labour intensiveness of that 
historical context. 

Neil Carroll is an artist based in Dubin. 
neilcarroll.ie

‘In Pursuit of the Brocken Spectre’ will now run at the 
RHA until 2 August (prior bookings via Eventbrite).
rhagallery.ie

An extended audio version of this interview has been 
published as part of Visual Artist Ireland’s podcast 
series, ‘The Unseen Shows’.
soundcloud.com/visualartistsireland

Neil Carroll, Icefall, 2019, emulsion paint, paper, plaster, wood, steel mesh, linoleum flooring, tape,cement, burlap, perspex, gal-
va-band, 240 × 300 cm installation view, RHA; photograph by Ros Kavanagh, courtesy of the artist and RHA

Neil Carroll, ‘In Pursuit of the Brocken Spectre’, installation view, RHA’ photograph by Ros Kavanagh, courtesy of the artist and RHA
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Materialising in the 
Almost-Shadow
DR CHÉRIE DRIVER PROFILES ‘PENUMBRA’, AN EXHIBITION OF 
FEMALE PAINTERS AT F.E. MCWILLIAM GALLERY & STUDIOS. 

THE EXHIBITION, ‘PENUMBRA’, can be situated alongside exhibitions 
of works by contemporary female artists from across the island of Ire-
land.  These exhibitions have sought to address the invisibility of such 
work. ‘Penumbra’ presents us with a range of material practices that are 
reimagining and transgressing the terrain of what defines Ireland and Irish 
cultural identity. This hinges upon a resurgence in concerns for the mate-
riality of paint itself as the very site of meaning. ‘Penumbra’ comes from 
the Latin paene ‘almost’ and umbra ‘shadow’ meaning a shaded spot, or the 
outer part of a conical darkness cast behind a celestial object by a light 
source. In this text, I will reflect on how the works in this exhibition bring 
into the frame that which was always hauntingly present, located in the 
half-light across the ‘Penumbra’. 

All of the works in this exhibition offer a visceral material encounter. 
There are brush strokes, marks, scratches, blocks of colour, semi-trans-
parent layers, appendages, incisions and incorporated readymades. Some 
works push beyond traditional definitions of painting. The work of Susan 
Connolly and Yasmine Robinson is committed to the materiality of paint 
on the canvas. However, through folding in considerations of site spec-
ificity (Connolly) and the readymade (Robinson), both are an expanded 
conceptualisation of painting.5

Susan Connolly’s work embodies ‘revitalising strategies’ current in the 
expanded field of painting.3 In over+over&over, Connolly explores the 
potential of the medium to literally make its own image.4 In its materi-
ality and site specificity, the work explicitly asks how the viewer ‘looks’ at 
painting. This embodied, almost performative, element engages both the 
viewer, who must navigate it, and the institutional structure and conditions 
it critiques. This gives the work ‘subject-like qualities’, intervening as agent 
with the institution and viewer.  

Yasmine Robinson’s work is evocative of urban landscapes, where she 
is drawn to certain changing dynamics of space as subject and a “familiar 
rectangular, vacant (almost decaying) aesthetic”.6 The work is invigorating 

Hannah Casey Brogan, The Third Shift, 2019-2020, oil on aluminium, 15 × 20 cm; courtesy of the artist and F.E. McWilliam Gallery
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the traditional landscape with its incorporation of readymade 
elements, altering the definitions of painting by folding in 
the “social living labour” of the incorporating materials and/
or objects.  Her use of spray paint removes her mark from the 
surface of the painting, thereby dematerialising the painter’s 
trace itself. 

The works of Fiona Finnegan, Alison Pilkington and Sar-
ah Dwyer also resonate within this field. The traces of mate-
riality and activity evoke a subjectivity within the painting for 
the viewer, suggesting a presence and an agency. The paint-
ings bring us though gateways, liminal gaps and passageways 
into a psychic terrain of threatening spaces. 

The half-light quality of Fiona Finnegan’s work lures the 
viewer through spaces of thin, luminous washes of colour 
painted over textured ground.8 In these paintings, we see 
cloaked figures moving collectively towards an unknown 
assembly, for an unknown purpose. The imaginary and 
illusionary are invested in the borderspace of the painting, 
underscored by the paint’s rich materiality.

Alison Pilkington’s paintings are situated between abstrac-

Notes
1 Key exhibitions include: ‘Irish Women Artists, From the Eighteenth 
Century to the Present Day’ (The National Gallery of Ireland & The 
Douglas Hyde Gallery, 1987); ‘Relocating History’ (The Fenderesky Gal-
lery & The Orchard Gallery 1993); ‘Re/dressing Cathleen’ (McMullen 
Museum of Art, 1997); and ‘Elliptical Affinities: Irish Women Artists 
and the Politics of the Body 1985-present’ (Highlanes Gallery, 2019-
2020).
2 Isabelle Graw, ‘The Value of Liveliness, Painting as an index of Agen-
cy in the New Economy’ in Isabelle Graw & Ewa Lajer-Burcharth, eds. 
Painting Beyond Itself: The Medium in the Post-medium Condition (Berlin: 
Sternberg Press, 2013) pp. 79-101. 
3 Ibid.
4 The discussion here is directly informed by correspondence with the art-
ist and a statement on the work. 
5 Graw, 2013, p. 86.
6 Kate Mothes, interview with Yasmine Robinson, ‘IN PAINTING ON’, 
14/08/17  yngspc.com
7 Graw, 2013, p. 85. See also John Roberts, The intangibilities of Form: Skill 
and Deskilling in Art after the Readymade (London: Verso, 2007) p. 24.  
8 The discussion here is directly informed by correspondence with the 
artist and a statement on the work.
9 Ibid.
10 Ibid.
11 Ibid.
12 Chérie Driver, ‘‘Penumbra’: Painting Materialising in the Almost Shad-
ow’ in Penumbra [Exhibition Catalogue] (Bandridge: F.E. McWilliam 
Gallery & Studio, 2020) pp. 3-8.

tion and figuration; they depict simple half-formed shapes, 
which are open to metaphorical and anthropomorphic inter-
pretation.9 Pilkington explains that they “explore how famil-
iar yet comic images have the potential to disturb, disorien-
tate or to be uncanny”. One can’t help but project meaning 
onto the recurring shape and figure. Is this a benign, cen-
taur-like creature, found in dark environments or cocooned in 
a globular bubble, as if linked in narrative to another nearby? 

Sarah Dwyer’s work emerges from a struggle as she push-
es and pulls the material to propose a new equilibrium of 
relations, reconfiguring what is present and what is absent to 
reinstate a new arrangement of balance and form. In the bor-
derspace of encountering the painting, there are glimpses of 
protruding human flesh, limbs, a breast, a torso, all of which 
can be read clearly, yet remain unregulated and distorted. 

The paintings of Hannah Casey-Brogan, Sinéad Aldridge 
and Louise Wallace resonate particularly in tension against 
the tradition of Irish landscape painting. They stretch out a 
shifting, open and nuanced cartography of cultural identity 
more located in their specificity to places of interior process-

ing, collective anxiety and industrial urban places all being 
remapped and recovered by atmosphere, a prevailing weather 
system, or encroaching wilderness.  

‘The Third Shift’ is a series of small paintings by Hannah 
Casey-Brogan. Casey-Brogan’s work teeters between abstrac-
tion and landscape painting, mapping its elemental curvature 
and form, capturing its environmental essence and invoking 
the shifting weather systems moving across the geographical 
terrain. The paintings are small in scale, determined by the 
domestic nature of her home/studio-based practice. In map-
ping, rendering and processing, Casey-Brogan is shifting a 
vocabulary in relation to the land. 

Sinéad Aldridge’s paintings lay out shallow muted surfaces 
on a background of linen stretched on board.10 The paint is 
thinly applied in watercolour like transparencies; shapes form 
into blocked shades, hushed so intently that brush marks are 
untraceable. This sensitivity in the paint draws you closer to 
the surface, which can be seen as a stage, upon which actions 
and the execution of marks become manifest. 

Material process, personal and local narrative and a con-
nection to place are central roots in the paintings of Louise 
Wallace. An unease envelops these scenes including: a 1970s 
black bungalow, shrouded in deep shadow by overbearing 
conifer hedging; a pond that once powered a linen mill; an 
unfenced ‘half-moon lake’, lamented in virtual communities 
as a deadly lure for local children; and derelict outbuildings 
at the edge of Bellevue Zoo. Reverberating on the canvas and 
emanating from within each of these sites are interwoven 
fragments of oral histories, local story telling and poetry.11 
Material processes on the surface of the canvas are an unfold-
ing dimension in the tension held within each site and this 
is deeply felt when considering the work. Water fills each 
composition amongst these environments of casual neglect. 
A wilderness rises and encroaches on the crumbling indus-
trial infrastructure. These negotiations shift and play out, in 
and upon the paintings surfaces, ebbing and flowing, pushing 
and pulling. 

‘Penumbra’ increases the visibility of the painterly practice 
of women artists in, of and from the island of Ireland. The 
encounter with the work is an encounter with the material; 
time with each draws you to further consider its subjectivity 
and its agency. There are common resonances amongst these 
works where light and shadow shift across terrains. There is 
tension in sheeted veils; atmospheric systems press-down 
heavy on spaces below. Although at times the prevailing 
mood is ruminating and uncertain, crescent forms or moons 
beam out – something revitalising is emerging. 

This text is drawn from an extended essay, originally 
published in the exhibition catalogue.12 ‘Penumbra’ 
opened on 15 March and has since been extended to 
3 October. 

Dr Chérie Driver is a Lecturer in Art Theory at the 
Belfast School of Art.

Sinead Aldrdige, Head Stone, 2018, oil on linen on board, 30 × 25 cm; courtesy of the artist and F.E. McWilliam Gallery
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No: Time
DAVID HAUGHEY INTERVIEWS MARTIN BOYLE ABOUT HIS RECENT 
SHOW AT MILLENNIUM COURT ARTS CENTRE.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION arrives via a link 
in an email. The doors to Martin Boyle’s installation, titled 
‘NO: TIME’, opened on 14 March at Millennium Court 
Arts Centre (MCAC), Portadown. Two days later, they 
closed. The photographs are my only visual access. A few days 
later, I talked to Martin through a screen. 

David Haughey: I’m looking at a digital photograph on a 
screen of a black temple. It’s Grecian. A sculpture of wood 
and plastic. There are two rows of twenty-four Ionic col-
umns, a hole from one end to the other. Is it Artemis?
Martin Boyle: It’s a recreation of a temple mantle clock. They 
were fashionable in the Victorian era, made in the style of 
Ancient Greek temples. The sculpture is based on a mantle 
clock I had collected, but with the clock face missing. I recre-
ated two of these, then joined them up as one piece, creating 
the temple you see in the photograph. The aperture you look 
through is a drainpipe. The work explores the speculative sci-
entific theory of parallel universes.

DH: The photograph shows a white circle under a silhouett-
ed pediment. In the adjoining gallery, sixteen black circles 
appear suspended at various heights above the wooden floor. 
MB: The sixteen circles rotate. It’s kinetic, motorised. The art-
works in gallery one are titled under two categories: Measur-
ing Time and Mastering Time. In Gallery Two, the artworks 
are titled Time? A category for all objects, with no individual 
titles. The astronauts in the International Space Station expe-
rience the 24-hour cycle differently; they see sixteen sunrises 
and sunsets. The circadian rhythm dictated by the sun that 
we all share. It is tough to recreate that 24-hour cycle and 
maintain it.

DH: A smooth gradient descends vertically from black to 
red, to yellow. The type in white capital letters reads: “LOVE 
YOU TILL ENDTIMES.” It could be screen-printed, 
maybe monoprint? The photographic exposure maintains 
the darkness of the gallery. Is this a rotated flag? From a pho-
tograph of the connected space, there’s a similar print with 
uncoloured debossed type. I have to enlarge the photograph. 
It reads: “I HAVE NO FEAR OF TIME.” The gradient is 
a spectrum running vertically from blue to red. Hot to cold. 
Bang to crunch.
MB: These two works are painted gradient backgrounds on 
silver foil with letterpress text. “I HAVE NO FEAR OF 
TIME” is a line taken from Sandy Denny’s folk song, Who 
Know’s Where the Time Goes? The song expresses a blissful 
autumnal melancholy. I had been looking at gradient skies 
in romantic landscape paintings. I didn’t consider the print, 
LOVE YOU TILL ENDTIMES, in relation to the German 
flag – but I can’t not see that now! Although it is orange, not 
red. With every piece, there’s a reference to architecture or 
representations of order, stability and certainty. 

DH: There are four floor brushes in a quadratic arrangement. 
The pine shafts unworn. Liquorice-red bristles unbent. Each 
brush head is spot-lit. Leaves part in straight, ninety-de-
gree wakes. I remember Beckett’s Quad – the diagram in 
The Complete Dramatic Works. The laptop screen is cluttered 
with hula-hoops, eagle mirrors and Denny is singing from a 
YouTube video clip underneath the pile. I should use a big-
ger screen. Behind the leaves and brushes, the print with the 
black-red-yellow gradient is suspended in a beam of light.
MB: The leaves were individually picked from trees in 
Autumn and preserved in glycerine. It was a long process. 
When you open the door to the gallery, there’s subtle sweet 
smell mixed with decay. The brush handles suspended in the 
air defy gravity. The brushes appear to be imposing order – it 
looks like they’re sweeping up. But the paths are counteract-
ing each other. It gives an impression of order, but actually, 
it’s the opposite of that. Timothy Morton talks about magic, 

Martin Boyle, Time?, installation view, ‘No: Time’, Millennium Court Arts Centre; photograph by Simon Mills, courtesy of the artist and MCAC

not in the supernatural sense, but in the very nature of our 
being. The work draws on the theory of entropy. I was nervous 
the accidental shape made in the leaves would be read as a 
swastika. I was worried that people wouldn’t see beyond it. 
Obviously, the swastika is an appropriated ancient symbol – 
the dharma wheel, symbolising constant cycling.

DH: The wall is 12 metres long by two metres high. There 
are what appear to be small metallic slashes in the surface. 
A cropped photograph shows that these slashes are second 
hands from battery-powered clocks. I’m sure I hear the 
sound, but Martin will tell me there’s no ticking. The met-
al arms appear like a constellation. I’m thinking of György 
Ligeti’s 1962, Poème Symphonique. Correction, I’m thinking 
of a YouTube video, showing the 100 ticking metronomes. 
No tick. No tock.
MB: It’s a strange place for both of us – talking about an 
exhibition, when you haven’t yet experienced it. Creating the 
work was a positive experience. We have so much space at 
Flax Art Studios, I got to be adventurous with scale. I first 
made the wall on a small scale. It was peaceful, very hypnot-
ic. But at this large scale, the opposite happened – from a 
distance, it looked frozen. At first, I thought “this is awful, it 
wasn’t meant to do that!” I guess, because of the scale and dis-
tance, it appears static. People were surprised when they got 
closer and they saw movement, so it worked out. The wall is 
made up of ceiling tiles, all painted Midnight Blue. And then, 
that was it. Closed. I haven’t seen it again since.

DH: The eagle’s head is turned to the left, wings outspread. 
There’s twine stretched in front of the mirror. Both are illu-
minated by a single spotlight. Museums. Eagles. Empires. 
Broodthaers declares to the cat, “in that case, close the muse-
ums!” The museums are closed. The twine is stretched tight. 
The hula-hoops are stretched out in a candy-chrome cursive 
gesture, floating above and circumambulating the foyer of 
the gallery. It flows to the left, eddies to the right.
MB: The works in Gallery One were informed by our pre-
vious, perhaps older, circular understanding of time and the 
transition to our current more linear sense of time. The hula-
hoops were broken open and joined together, and then pushed 
through evenly spaced bars across the perimeter of the gallery 

wall. It was an action piece which naturally refused to keep a 
regulated and controlled shape, a line. I think it’s important 
to say two things about all these works in the exhibition. Per-
haps, that linear time is a construct we use to interpret reality. 
It’s not inherent in nature – and nature is something that we 
are hopelessly interconnected, intertwined with and unable to 
separate ourselves from.

DH: I remember Brian O’Doherty writing in 1976 about the 
temporal moat created around a work. A xeroxed PDF copy. 
The irrelevance of memory. “Two audiences: one which was 
there and one – most of us – which wasn’t”.1 Martin will tell 
me the three mirrors that hang over the glycerine leaves have 
been laser cut. They appear like different shapes, but if I look 
closer, they’re broken in precisely the same way. I miss this 
detail the first time. The order appears chaotic, momentarily. 
I wonder what Martin’s going to do after? What comes next?
MB: The MCAC exhibition feels like a lifetime ago. I feel 
removed from it now. So much, and so little has happened 
since. I was due to be exhibiting in a group show in the 
Glucksman, Cork, called ‘Home: Being and Belonging in 
Contemporary Ireland’, but it has been postponed. For now, 
participating artists have been invited to contribute an online 
response, reflecting our experiences of being confined at 
home. I’ve made a series of posters that consider environmen-
tal reports since lockdown. The backgrounds are taken from 
gradient colour bars from satellite maps that chart human 
activity. It’s a response to the inevitable battle between eco-
nomic recovery and environmental recovery. I’ve since come 
to the realisation that this is not the time to focus on being 
productive. 

David Haughey is an artist and researcher currently 
completing a PhD at the Belfast School of Art.

Martin Boyle is a visual artist based in Belfast. His 
exhibition, ‘NO: TIME’, was originally scheduled to run 
at MCAC until 16 May.

Notes 
1 Brian O’Doherty, Inside the White Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1976) p88.
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Songs and the Soil
JOANNE LAWS SPEAKS TO MARK GARRY ABOUT HIS 
RECENT SOLO EXHIBITION AT THE MAC IN BELFAST.  

Joanne Laws: Can you describe some of the artistic inquiries underpin-
ning ‘Songs and the Soil’ at The MAC (30 January – 19 April)?   
Mark Garry: I suppose it’s similar to all of my exhibitions in that I’m 
trying to find a way to activate architectural space, while also negotiating 
social and associative space. This show was quite specific in that it looked 
at two particular entities that I see as being inter-reliant or interconnected: 
the concept of landscape – as a pictorial space, geographic space and social 
space – and the idea of music, or more specifically song, where song acts 
as a mechanism to speak about social situation. I’m also interested in the 
idea of song as a form of ritual celebration, to confirm common bonds. 
‘Songs and the Soil’ engaged those two elements and the spaces where 
they intersect.

JL: Maybe you could discuss your new film work, which I believe adopts 
the theatrical structure of a Greek Tragedy?
MG: An Lucht Siúil, which translates from Irish as The Walking People, 
looks at the relationship between Irish travellers and the Irish state at the 
beginning of the last century. I undertook an intensive period researching 
these socially-constructed restrictions upon Irish travellers and how, polit-
ically, that impacted the relationship between settled people and traveller 
people, especially settled people from the countryside whose relationship 
with travellers as migrant workers and craftspeople was a crucial char-
acteristic of rural economies. I shot the film with Padraig Cunningham, 
who is a friend and now quite a persistent collaborator. The film looks at 
the concept of tragedy – in particular, complex tragedy, as something that 
doesn’t have a simplistic ending and is made up of complications that per-
sist. Some of it is romantic and nostalgic, enabling a poetic space to speak 
about a social situation, while some of it is very much rooted in reality. 
All the songs were translated into the language of the Irish Traveller: de 
Gamon or Cant, which linguists would refer to as Shelta. It is half sung 
and half spoken (in both English and Shelta) to acknowledge the role of 

Mark Garry, ‘Songs and the Soil’ 2020, installation view, The MAC; photograph by Simon Mills, courtesy of the artist and The MAC, Belfast
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travellers in the archiving of particular traditional forms, as 
retainers of song forms, as well as instrumental styles of fiddle 
and piping traditions. Half of it is sung in a language that we 
can’t understand that is almost dead, so it has this kind of 
purposeful confusion or misinterpretation. 

JL: Maybe you could discuss the ‘indoor meadow’ you creat-
ed in The MAC’s Upper Gallery? 
When Hugh Mulholland invited me to do the show two 
years ago, it was the first thing I wanted to do and I built 
everything else around that idea of the meadow. It contains 
450 porcelain shells, which became vases for dried Gypsoph-
ila flowers. I like Gypsophila because it is a flower which is 
never foregrounded, so it acts in a subtle way. It’s common 
name is ‘baby’s breath’ and I enjoy the idea of the flowers 
breathing and referencing voice. Similarly, we can think of 
the earth acting as a ‘shell’ – as this kind of resonant vehi-
cle that we bounce off, physically, sonically and also socially, 
perhaps mirroring how song acts as a container of particular 
social and historical moments.  

JL: The indoor meadow was accompanied by a six-hour 
musical score based on birdsong. Musical collaborations and 
listening clubs also form prominent strands of your work. 
Can you discuss the importance of sound and the act of lis-
tening within your wider practice?
MG: Music is something that has always interested me; I 
read about musicology and I write about music quite a lot. 
Even in my early days as a curator, I always released music as 
part of projects. It’s music’s fluidity and democracy that inter-
ests me – the idea that it can continually evolve and has the 
scope to take on influences, transform and still make sense. 
It’s a very empathetic medium, in terms of how we share it 
collectively. I’ve previously made musical instruments and 
records that you can play within an exhibition, but this is the 
first time I’ve actually made a soundtrack for a room. About 
two years ago, I started to record birdsong in the mornings 
and evenings. I have about 23 hours of these field recordings, 
which I edited down to six hours, then I composed a range 
of new sound pieces that intermittently disrupted the bird-
song. Some were pieces of music I would play and reprocess; 
others are field recordings. Whenever I would go to a city, I 
would record music in places of ritual, such as synagogues or 
churches; I would then expand these recordings into different 
works. This was my first foray into electronic music and it’s 
probably the part that I learned most about, in terms of my 
development as an artist. It was a nice way to try and activate 
that space upstairs, and very interesting in terms of how it 
impacted decisions in other parts of the exhibition. 

There are a few other pieces that address music through 
the idea of enabled time. They are black and white analogue 
photographs, taken from projections of moving image, based 
on videos I took of landscapes. The photographs were taken 
with three-minute exposure times, condensing the moving 
image into one static image, becoming this kind of archive 
of time, in the same that a vinyl record is a container of time. 
There’s also a series of paintings that look at chromatics and 
the relationship between colour and sound, based on a piece 
of piano music I wrote. The amount of times a chord structure 
is engaged has an impact on these painted works, which in 
turn relates to the colour spectrum in the thread works, that 
are more typical of what I do.   

JL: This exhibition included a new thread work in the Tall 
Gallery, which accompanied your previous site-specific 
work, The Permanent Present. Was that piece commissioned 
for the opening of The MAC in 2012? 
MG: Yes, that was a permanent commission for the building, 
which was designed before the building was finished, so I 
got to engage with the architects. It was a dual commission 
by The MAC and the Thomas Devlin fund – set up by the 
parents of a young catholic boy who was killed by a protestant 
boy in Northern Ireland. The piece had to engage this par-
ticular architectural space in a contemporary museum, but it 
also had to act as a kind of positive affirmation of this young 
man’s life. It was a very careful negotiation, but I think every-
one was pleased with it. It’s strange to have an exhibition in 
a space where you already have a permanent work. The new 
thread work was installed high up in the Tall Gallery and we 
took out all the lights, so that you could look up at the work 
without having the conflict of being blinded by the light of 

the fittings. We also opened an existing sky light in the gal-
lery. It was tricky at the opening, which was held at 7pm on 
a January evening, so it was completely dark; however, with 
the natural daylight, everyone who visited the gallery had a 
different interaction with the piece. 

JL: ‘Songs and the Soil’ is accompanied by a new book. In 
publishing books, catalogues and monographs, are you aim-
ing to situate your practice within current critical discourse, 
or longer archival trajectories? 
MG: I’ve always been a big fan of publishing, but I also 
have problems with some kinds of artists books, particular-
ly the ones that function specifically for the marketplace. 
The publications are a mechanism to speak about a current 
moment, because they engage in value structures that I think 
are important. Rather than being a form of self-promotion, 
this book engages critical texts around the research position 
of landscape and song, and the ways in which these strands 
interact. Each of the writers have taken quite different 
approaches, while my essay tries to implicate some of these 
research positions and some of the elements that drove me 
towards particular decisions, in terms of the artmaking. The 
book itself is a collaboration with a colleague, Louise Reddy, 
so a lot of the flow, conceptual approaches and typographic 
treatment were driven by Louise, who embraced the subject 
matter and the diversity of approach within the exhibition. 
When you document a show, of course it’s nice to have these 
archives, but they can outlive their usefulness for a period. At 
a much later stage, they become useful again, for academics 
to re-examine a practice. To structure a book that is relevant 
now, but can also be relevant in the future, is what I was try-
ing to do. I do hope that it’s an interesting or useful docu-
ment, in terms of broadening a discourse around certain types 
of practice. 

Mark Garry is an artist and educator based in County 
Roscommon. Later this year Mark will show his new 
film work at Roscommon Arts Centre and he will take 
part in the Changwon Sculpture Biennale 2020 in 
South Korea. A number of works from ‘Songs and the 
Soil’ will travel to the Arnolfini gallery in Bristol. 
markgarrystudio.com

An extended audio version of this interview has been 
published as part of Visual Artist Ireland’s podcast 
series, ‘The Unseen Shows’. 
soundcloud.com/visualartistsireland

Mark Garry, ‘Songs and the Soil’ 2020, installation view, The MAC; photograph by Simon Mills, courtesy of the artist and The MAC, Belfast

Mark Garry, ‘Songs and the Soil’ 2020, installation view, The MAC; photo-
graph by Simon Mills, courtesy of the artist and The MAC, Belfast

Mark Garry, ‘Songs and the Soil’ 2020, installation view, The MAC; photo-
graph by Simon Mills, courtesy of the artist and The MAC, Belfast
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A Skylight Window
DANNY KELLY PROFILES SUSAN MONTGOMERY’S 
RECENT EXHIBITION AT MERMAID ARTS CENTRE.

SUSAN MONTGOMERY’S self-titled exhibition at Mermaid 
Arts Centre in Bray, County Wicklow, crystallises transfor-
mations in her recent practice. Geography has been import-
ant, and the Mermaid is a felicitous venue for articulating 
these shifts. Originally from Bray, Montgomery relocated to 
West Cork twelve years ago, where she started a family. These 
changed circumstances engendered evolution in her practice. 
An always-present artistic sensitivity to her surroundings is 
now employed pragmatically, embracing as essential the condi-
tions in which she makes art. Montgomery reflects that, while 
her new work isn’t “directly” about parenthood, place or any 
other subject, “domestic and maternal duties and qualities have 
influenced the work.” Her practice could be an object lesson 
in artistic strategising, amid the crowding imperatives of life. 

The work shown at Mermaid is perhaps slightly decep-
tive. Initially, it could read as abstract painting, confined to 
the formal aesthetics of its materials. However, the artist’s 
background in socially-engaged practice hints at a crucial and 
distinctive quality in her current painting – its vivid social 
contextuality. In 1997 she graduated from IADT with a 
Higher Diploma in Fine Art, being awarded Distinction. At 
the graduate show, her installation prompted visitor interven-
tion in character narratives and the activation of sites. In 2015 
Montgomery realised ‘The Democratic Trolley’, on residency 
at Uillinn: West Cork Arts Centre, for the Skibbereen Arts 
Festival. Tote bags awaited visitors, with stitched-in spending 
money for the local charity shops, with those purchases lat-
er being workshopped. In 2016 Montgomery was invited to 
curate a space at a beach cafe in West Cork for the summer 
season. She invited fellow painters, Joanne Boyle and Sarah 
O’Brien, to contribute to ‘Puffin Project Space’, which aimed 
to foster engagement with art in the local community. For 
her own workshop, ‘Space Shapers’, Montgomery helped to 
assemble dioramas on the walls, exuding papery summer hues. 

In Berlin in 1997, researching her thesis on Edward Kien-
holz, Montgomery acquired a large, red wooden box. It is still 
circulating through her home, studio and workshops. Her 
children have interacted with and contributed to its mul-
tifarious contents. The ‘Bosca Dearg’ workshops facilitate 
children in responding to the exhibitions through the boxes’ 
fluid inventories. These engagements elicit social, architectur-
al and landscape relations from the materials. Montgomery’s 
exhibition at Mermaid Arts Centre applies this sensibility of 
objects to her long-standing affinity with landscape painting. 
The body of work is tactile and makes you wonder about its 
matrices of physical interaction. There is daylight in the pal-
ette – perhaps the outside streaming in. Bric-a-brac forms 
are glimpsed in fuschia, scarlet and muted yellow. Ubiquitous 
scraping and slathering, exposed linen and paper, make man-
ifest a studio ecosystem. These environments are not pictured 
figuratively. They are channelled in the wake of a painting 
impetus, present in nebulous coalescences, as if framed in a 
skylight window. 

She Wants Songs (2019) is a painting in which lilac and 
blue-black oil paint seep viscidly on cardboard dun. A dom-
inant area, beige-like cake mix, is scored by a wandering 
implement. Its breadth, light and density could suggest a 
mode of immersive nature painting, such as that of J.M.W 
Turner. Montgomery has previously shown work with such 
deep and natural atmosphere: ‘Prasad’ at Signal Arts Centre 
in Bray and ‘The Decisions We Didn’t Make’ at The Talbot 
Gallery, Dublin, were solo exhibitions in 2008. In 2009 she 
presented ‘Light falling in dark places’ at Greyfriars Munici-
pal Gallery in Waterford. In contrast, the works at Mermaid 
are more resistant to illusionistic depth. They have the casu-
al physicality of clutter. Titles like Chalk Whispered Burrow 
(2019) and Failing at Blackberry Crumble (2018) emphasise 
a confluence of home, studio and landscape. Montgomery’s 
oblique manner of painting these influences captures some-
thing about their liveness and durationality. Relations to 
environment are lived; the osmosis never stops. But paint-

ing is not just a descriptive language for delineating life and 
its objects – its performance, in a broad sense, can be analo-
gous to living, or even closer. Painting, too, has its intimately 
familiar impedimenta, which are maintained and adjusted, as 
life progresses. Montgomery’s performed use of her medium 
seems to channel her lived relations to other environments. 

Yet the work is an escape from her fertile surrounds. Her 
studio is neighbouring to her house, so it is separate, but with-
in the same grounds. As stated by the artist, “a lot of draw-
ing happens in the house, sometimes at the kitchen table, in 
bed or outside in the rural landscape … I live near the Galley 
Head Lighthouse, which illuminates the landscape at night. 
Over the years, this has been the only time when I would have 
some quiet time for drawing or thought processing.” 

The curator of Mermaid Arts Centre, Niamh O’ Donnell, 
had been familiar with Montgomery’s work for years. They 
were in regular contact for the 18 months or so, when Mont-

gomery was working towards the show and O’Donnell visit-
ed her studio in January. The writer Sara Baume was another 
visitor. She Paints, Baume’s text to accompany the exhibition, 
delicately relates the realms and processes which are so tangi-
ble in the work.1 The exhibition’s intended run was cut short 
in mid-March, due to the coronavirus crisis. At the time of 
writing, it is not certain that it will reopen. Montgomery’s 
ongoing activities include ‘Tellurometer Project’, a remote, 
experimental correspondence with six other artists. She was 
shortlisted for the 2020 Beep Painting Prize and will exhibit 
in its biennial in Swansea this autumn, subject to COVID-19 
developments.

Danny Kelly is an artist based in Dublin.  
Notes
1 Sara Baume, She Paints, is available on the gallery website: mer-
maidartscentre.ie

Susan Montgomery, night milks,  2019, oil on board 61 × 73 cm; all photographs by Paul Tierney, courtesy of the artist

Susan Montgomery, shroud tent,  2019, oil on linen, 51 × 45 cm Susan Montgomery, prana vayu, from the stubborn vestiges, oil on 
board, 60 × 76 cm
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Not Beyond Reach
CLARE SCOTT PROFILES ‘BEYOND DRAWING’, A GROUP EXHIBITION FEATURING DUTCH AND 
IRISH ARTISTS EXPLORING THE MEDIUM OF CONTEMPORARY DRAWING. 

‘BEYOND DRAWING’ AT Ballina Arts Centre (5 March – 25 
April) was a group show curated by Dutch artist Arno Kram-
er, which asked: is drawing just a story, an idea sketched out 
on paper, or can it inhabit our three-dimensional world?

The simplicity and accessibility of drawing means that 
it not only provides a dynamic structure for projected art-
work; it also functions as a primary language for capturing 
and sharing thoughts and ideas with others. In art histori-
cal terms, drawing is often seen as playing a supporting role 
to painting and other artforms. But while it is painting that 
made the splash, coming off the wall and into space, pivotal 
works – think Pollock’s lariats of colour and Duchamp’s Mile 
of String – owe much to the line. 

Behind Kramer’s primary intention, another ghostly 
framework is sketched by the geographical and cultural con-
trasts, derived from the artists’ countries of origin. Three are 
from The Netherlands – Marleen Kappe, Romy Muijrers, 
Marisa Rappard – and three are from Ireland – Felicity Clear, 
Kiera O’Toole and Mary-Ruth Walsh. One, a land held in 
check by ordered canals, a history framed in doorways and 
rectangles of buttery light (relieved, it’s true, by the scribbles 
of a cavalier’s ruff ); the other, bisected by crazy stone walls, 
thorny ditches, rumpled mountains, jagged paws to the sea 
and a heritage scored in granite and scratched on vellum. It is 
a combination that offers an intriguing underpinning to the 
dynamic possibilities of linear expression.

The art centre, alas, so amenable to encroachments by gen-
erations of artists, has proved less open to the incursions of 
COVID-19, and so ‘Beyond Drawing’, after a truncated run, 
might now be renamed ‘Beyond Reach’. Is it possible to write 
meaningfully about a show, whose raison d’etre is to explore 
the boundaries between flat surfaces and occupied space, 
without actually experiencing it? Images of artworks are not 
the artworks – not yet, despite the proliferation of online cre-
ativity. But no matter how context changes – and it always 
changes, even if not usually so violently – ‘Beyond Drawing’ 
questions boundaries, which are, by definition, everywhere, 

not least between us and the show. The conceptual frame-
work, backed by photographs and a minute-long handheld 
video, indicates that a virtual visit is not without its merits.

Materialising in the centre of the space, the viewer faces 
a 16-paned window, beyond which the River Moy flows. To 
the right, Romy Muijrers’s two-dimensional work – perhaps 
closest to traditional ideas of drawing and as such, hardest to 
assess digitally – introduces the show. On cut and torn paper, 
figurative and abstract images combine with wall-drawing to 
recreate a non-linear expression of human experience. Draw-
ing as a bridge between inner and outer worlds, memory 
and presence, is emphasised by its echoing of the stonework 
around the window, while its scale promises a certain impact 
for the more substantive viewer.

Opposite – in more than one way – Marleen Kappe’s 
dynamic work concerns the embodiment of the line. A white-
board drawn with vertical black lines forms a ramp up to the 
three-dimensional wall-piece of painted wood and cardboard, 
which shoots off in a diagonal towards the ceiling, a physical 
manifestation of the light that might fall through the window 
that directly challenges the space on its own terms.

Mary-Ruth Walsh’s framed drawing facing the door pro-
vides an alternative entry point into the show. The seeming 
demureness of her piece belies a two-part line of enquiry. The 
delicately rendered transparent structure initially suggests an 
exploration into our relationship with architectural surround-
ings, until it becomes apparent that it depicts the clear plastic 
package, displayed alongside on a plinth. The viewer is asked 
to question not only their physical and sociological position 
in the world, but their negative impact on it.

Kiera O’Toole’s work recalls Pollock’s later work The 
Deep (1953), an interrupted attempt to push on from the 
drip paintings. However, this fringed assemblage of cut-
up graphite, charcoal and ink drawings – woven together, 
combining structured grid with the handmade – tickles the 
space, calling attention both to the drawing surface and its 
dual dimensionality.

Marisa Rappard’s work is the most uninhibited. A jun-
gle of coloured lines criss-cross irregular paper shapes, the 
fragments of drawings, mixed with broken corners formed 
by thin wooden lats joined at angles. Thrown together, these 
interrupted narratives flood out onto the floor, a tumbling 
tributary seeking confluence with the rushing River Moy 
across the space, on the other side of the window.

Felicity Clear’s installation, with its angular structure of 
lines made of strips of black wood and a glue gun, forms a 
3D drawing that shades its corner from floor to ceiling. Clear 
centres the act of drawing and the line, while the shadows it 
casts increase its spatial qualities. References to architectural 
structures are emphasised by the gap between the structure 
and the wall, where a viewer can enter, becoming immersed 
in the drawing.

On the surface (the surface!) it may seem that virtual 
viewing can only undermine the work. The artwork, briefly 
embodied, is flattened and the viewer is, once again, a dis-
embodied eye. But while some elements are undoubtedly 
muted, distorted or missed, to consider ‘Beyond Drawing’ 
at a physical remove only emphasises the curatorial frame-
work. Just as the conceptual boundary between drawing and 
its three-dimensionality is interrogated by the artists, the 
viewer, in confronting their own absence, is forced to reassess 
their relationship with the art object and its site of display. 
The lockdown provides a handy metaphor for these inter-
rogations: the work has encroached into the space even as 
the viewer has been pushed out of it. Perhaps this is a falsely 
positive narrative in an unredeemable situation; that ‘Beyond 
Drawing’ allows for such spin, is perhaps an indication of 
the show’s strength. However, the exhibition now looks set 
to push beyond its temporal limits and will remain on view, 
post-lockdown. As they say, watch this space…

Clare Scott is an artist and writer based in the South 
East of Ireland.

Kiera O’Toole, 23 Weaved Drawings (detail), 2020, ink and graphite on 
paper; photograph by Kiera O’Toole, courtesy of the artist

Felicity Clear, Drift, 2020; photograph by Kiera O’Toole, courtesy of the artist
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On the Move
JONATHAN CARROLL INTERVIEWS ANNA O’SULLIVAN 
ABOUT THE RELOCATION OF THE BUTLER GALLERY.

THE BUTLER GALLERY is moving to a new location after 44 years. The 
newly repurposed Evans’ Home is the most important addition to Ire-
land’s visual art infrastructure since the opening of VISUAL in Carlow 
in 2009. Anna O’Sullivan, Director of the Butler Gallery, who has spear-
headed this development, spoke to me about the exciting move and the 
many challenges involved. 

JC: Could you detail your efforts to make the move to the Evans’ Home, a 
former disused alms house? 
Anna O’Sullivan: The journey to realise a new home for the Butler Gallery 
has been a long one. It has always been a long-term goal of the executive 
and its board to secure a permanent home for the gallery and its collection. 
While the Butler Gallery had a great experience in Kilkenny Castle for 
44 years, there was never going to be space to facilitate the hanging of our 
collection. In 2004, a feasibility study was contracted by Butler Gallery, 
Kilkenny County Council and the Heritage Council to consider different 
sites around Kilkenny City. In 2005, I moved back to Ireland after 23 years 
working in the arts in New York City to take up my post as director. I had 
input on the feasibility study before it was delivered. Following a funding 
application to the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht, the 
Butler Gallery was awarded €2 million. This significant grant was our seed 
money and calling card to raise further funds. 

In 2008, the Butler Gallery was given the Evans’ Home by the local 
authority to develop and relocate. This building is located right in the cen-
tre of Kilkenny City, behind the Carnegie Library, and overlooks the River 
Nore. This move to a building of great heritage value promises to hugely 
increase our offer, allowing us to expand our organisation’s output and 
sustainability for the future. We will be combining the histories and stories 
from the Evans’ Home site, with the long and rich history of the Butler 
Gallery. It is an important milestone for Kilkenny that this long-forgotten 
building is being brought back to life and transformed into a welcoming 
cultural space for the city’s inhabitants and visitors to enjoy.

Kilkenny County Council and the Butler Gallery went through the 

The Butler Gallery’s new location at Evans’ Home, Kilkenny, 2020; photograph by Tom Feehan (dynamite.ie); courtesy of the Butler Gallery
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process of Public Procurement with 77 expressions of interest 
and shortlisted seven renowned architectural firms. The high-
ly-regarded McCullough Mulvin Architects were appointed 
as Design Team leaders in 2009. The firm commenced design 
work and surveying in 2010 and there followed quite a few 
years of Part 8 Planning and two archaeological digs. The 
project was further delayed due to a change in administration 
in both the Kilkenny County Council and Fáilte Ireland. In 
2017, the Council received a hard-won grant of €1.14 million 
from Fáilte Ireland towards the capital build. Various com-
panies tendered for the job, which was eventually awarded 
to Mythen Construction Ltd. Sod turning happened in May 
2018 and construction and refurbishment began in June 2018 
with an opening date scheduled for 2020. A further €3 mil-
lion came from Kilkenny County Council, without which this 
project would never have been realised. The Butler Gallery 
is in the midst of a three-year Fundraising Plan to raise an 
additional €250,000. We have raised over €115,000 towards 
the fit-out of the building and continue with our plan to raise 
necessary funds for staffing and programming into the future. 

JC: I attended one of the fundraising events where you auc-
tioned artworks, donated by artists with connections to the 
Butler Gallery. Can you discuss the initiative of including 
your ‘artist alumni’ in your fundraising plans? 
AO’S: The Butler Gallery has continually sought to be a plat-
form for presenting the best of Irish art today and our artist 
alumni have played an important part in this development. 
We don’t exist without the work of these artists, so I did a 
call out to past exhibiting artists and those who have had a 
strong association with the gallery over the years, for some 
much-needed help. We offered various commission options 
to the artists in the event of a sale, or to donate the work 
outright to our New Build Fundraising Campaign. I knew 
that this was going to be a very special ask on our behalf 
and was hugely gratified and moved by the response and gen-
erosity of so many of the artists we have worked with over 
the years. Many of these artists would have had their first 
major solo exhibition at the Butler Gallery and were really 
supportive in wanting to help out. In 2019, we did a Septem-
ber sale at Whyte’s Auctioneers in Dublin and a November 
sale in Kilkenny Castle and both proved of immense assis-
tance to our campaign. In addition, we were successful in 
getting through to the Tier 1 level of the RAISE initiative 
run by the Arts Council of Ireland. Through this, we have 
gained a Development Director for the first time in our his-
tory. Rebecca Reynolds has been with us since April 2019 
and has been a great addition to the team in developing our 
fundraising and marketing plans and activities, including 

our corporate sponsorship outreach, expanding our Friends 
Programme and in helping us to develop a more robust and 
sustainable earned income stream. 

JC: The Butler Gallery is known for its bespoke solo exhi-
bitions which suited the particularities of the space in the 
medieval Kilkenny Castle, or as you describe it on your web-
site, “a contemporary space within a non-contemporary set-
ting”. Now with the move to a space ten times the size, what 
curatorial challenges will you be faced with? 
AO’S: We continue to be a contemporary space within a 
non-contemporary setting. The overall building is 1,000m2 

and the Main Gallery for temporary exhibitions is 100m2 
with a height of almost 6 metres. We now have a separate 
Learning Centre and Digital Gallery to facilitate our addi-
tional programming needs. We have seven galleries on the 
first floor which are dedicated to highlighting works from 
our collection of important 20th century Irish art and The 
O’Malley Collection. We are honoured to have been entrust-
ed to caretake the artworks of Kilkenny-born artist Tony 
O’Malley, donated to us by his wife, Jane O’Malley. The extra 
space reduces our challenges, in accommodating our exten-
sive programme. The main gallery space can be separated 
with four individual moveable walls. This was something I 
fought hard for from the start, as I wanted this space to be as 
flexible as possible for artists. I also wanted us to be able to 
recreate some of the intimacy we have had in the basement 
of Kilkenny Castle. We will continue our Open Submis-
sion process and hope to advertise for exhibition slots in our 
2022/23 programming before the end of the year. 

JC: Can you mention the opening exhibitions and any plans 
for showcasing the permanent collection? 
AO’S: Our opening exhibition is entitled ‘The Bloods’, by 
the renowned photographer Amelia Stein, who has been 
photographing the Defence Forces of Ireland for several 
years, focusing on the men and women of the James Ste-
phens Barracks here in Kilkenny. In addition, this body 
of work pays tribute to one of the Evans’ Home previous 
uses as a military barracks. It will act as an important open-
ing exhibition for the Butler Gallery and for the people of 
Kilkenny. This exhibition is followed in late October by our 
third collaboration with Kilkenny-based Cartoon Saloon, 
‘Wolfwalkers: The Exhibition’, based on their new animated 
feature, which will be released during this time. This inter-
active and immersive exhibition will highlight the strengths 
and messages of the Wolfwalkers film, whose story is based in 
medieval Kilkenny and includes core working drawings and 
backgrounds. We had two other exhibitions planned for this 

opening year, but what with delays in sign-off for getting 
into the building and COVID-19 lockdown, they have had 
to be postponed until 2021.

The Butler Gallery Collection has flourished over the 
decades and reflects the broad character of art collecting in 
Ireland since the gallery’s establishment in 1943. The Col-
lection consists of artworks purchased, donated or on long-
term loan, including work by Louis le Brocquy, Evie Hone, 
Paul Henry, Mainie Jellett, Patrick Scott and many more 
wonderful Irish artists. Having a home for these works and 
being able to rotate the collection in seven galleries – four 
for the Butler Gallery Collection and three for The O’Malley 
Collection – is very exciting for us. I know that our long-
standing supporters will be very keen to see the collection 
in its new setting. Our first collection exhibition will revisit 
beloved favourites, showcase new acquisitions and introduce 
new long-term loans. This selection reflects the broad char-
acter of the collection itself and embraces a variety of genres 
from painting, drawing and printmaking, to photography and 
media works. 

JC: Do you have plans for the grounds that surround the 
Evans’ Home? 
AO’S: We are fortunate to have such great outdoor space 
and the gardens will play a significant role for the gallery, 
especially in our current COVID-19 scenario. We have an 
archaeology garden, a sculpture garden, a children’s garden, a 
wildflower garden and a small orchard for visitors to explore. 
The garden as a whole follows a simple, elegant, bee-friendly 
scheme and all the planting will become established over the 
coming months. With its outdoor seating area, our café offers 
visitors a place to enjoy views of medieval St John’s Priory 
at their leisure. From the first-floor windows of Butler Gal-
lery you can see the iconic landmarks of medieval Kilkenny: 
Kilkenny Castle, the Medieval Mile Museum at the former 
St Mary’s Church and the burgage plots of the merchant 
city. The sculpture garden includes works by Janet Mullar-
ney, Alan Counihan and Ani Mollereau. This garden will be 
ever-evolving, with additional sculptural works added over 
time. So, as you can see, there are lots of plans afoot, with 
Butler Gallery offering something for everyone with an inter-
est in the arts and heritage.

Jonathan Carroll is an independent curator based in 
Dublin.
carrollartspeak.wordpress.com

Anna O’Sullivan is Director of the Butler Gallery.
butlergallery.ie

Amelia Stein, Mascot and Handler, 2016, Private James Dooley & Irish Wolfhound Fionn; courtesy of the 
artist and the Butler Gallery

Janet Mullarney, Byzantine, 2012, Indian black granite, 240 × 40 × 40cm (each), installation view, Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin; 
courtesy of the artist and Butler Gallery
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London Irish 
FRANK WASSER REFLECTS ON 20 YEARS OF TATE MODERN.

TATE MAY BE a name immediately associated today with modern and con-
temporary art, but its origins are entangled in a flamboyant and restrained 
conservatism, that arguably still underpins parts of the upper echelons of 
the contemporary British art world. In 1938, James Bolivar Manson, direc-
tor of the Tate Gallery (est. 1897), said that the gallery would “never ever 
own a work by Henry Moore, Barbara Hepworth or Picasso”. However, 
by 1988, a significant collection had been amassed, with the majority of 
works dating from the 19th century. The Tate collection was so expansive 
that less than ten percent could be hung at any one time, since a substantial 
amount of space was dedicated to J.M.W. Turner and Henry Moore.1 

Remarkably, in the late 1980s, London had no major museum solely 
dedicated to modern and contemporary art, akin to established giants such 
as Museum of Modern Art (MoMa) in New York or the Centre Pompi-
dou in Paris. Ireland’s Museum of Modern Art (IMMA) also predates 
the arrival of Tate Modern by nine years, opening its doors in 1991. In 
December 1992, the Board of Trustees at the Tate Gallery announced its 
intention to create a new gallery for international modern and contem-
porary art. A decision had been made to expand the gallery into a new 
building at another location, due to a severe lack of space in the original 
Millbank building. Potential sites for the building included a car park, now 
home to the London Eye, and the iconic Battersea Power Station, which 
proved too expensive to develop in the mid-90s. The former Bankside 
Power Station, originally designed by Sir Giles Gilbert Scott, was even-
tually selected as the site of the new gallery in 1994, after then-director, 
Nicolas Serota, managed to convince the board that such an ambitious 
project was achievable. 

In 1995, Swiss architects Herzog & De Meuron were appointed to 
convert the building into a museum of modern art, despite previously 
being commissioned for smaller projects, the largest and most notable of 
which had been a railway switch tower in Basel. Their pragmatic propos-
al retained many of the original features and cathedral-esque character 
of Gilbert Scott’s building. The building had been redundant since 1981, 
which stacked neatly into the timely use of abandoned buildings by the 

Hyundai Commission: Kara Walker, Fons Americanus, 2019, installation view; photograph © Ben Fisher, courtesy of Tate
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Young British Artist’s (YBAs) to showcase work and, in turn, 
power the invisible cogs of regeneration and, ultimately, gen-
trification. The Irish artist, Michael Craig-Martin – pivotal in 
the formation of that generation, which included artists like 
Damien Hirst, Tracey Emin, Sarah Morris and Liam Gillick 
– served as a key advisor on the board. Tate Modern eventu-
ally opened to the public on 12 May 2000.

The iconic, albeit intimidating, Turbine Hall is 35 metres 
high and 152 metres long, with the boiler house alongside 
and a single central chimney, just a few metres lower than 
the steeple of St Paul’s Cathedral. The Turbine Hall became 
the epicentre of Relational Aesthetics practices, showcasing 
everything from Olafur Eliasson’s Weather Project (2003) for 
the Unilever Series, to Tania Bruguera’s 2019 Hyundai Com-
mission, 10,148,451, which saw the Boiler House renamed 
as the Natalie Bell Building, to honour a local activist who 
works with Syrian refugees. In the past two decades, Tate 
Modern has hosted some of the most important internation-
al exhibitions and installations, welcoming the work of art-
ists such as Anni Albers, Dora Marr, Marlene Dumas, Pablo 
Picasso, Tino Sehgal, Sonia Delaunay and Steve McQueen, 
to name but a few.

At the time of writing, dust gathers on the silent objects 
that fill galleries the world over. Tate Modern remains closed 
to the public for the foreseeable future, just as the muse-
um should have been celebrating its 20th birthday with an 
expansive programme of exhibitions and events. Kara Walk-
er’s Turbine Hall commission, Fons Americanus (2019), still 
stands. Walker’s piece is a sculptural subversion of the Victo-
rian monument, adjacent to Buckingham Palace, which until 
recently invited large audiences to critically engage with the 
British Empire’s violent history and its enduring legacy in 
contemporary British politics and society. 

Ireland and Tate Modern
As a BA Fine Art student at NCAD in 2007, I recall being 
awestruck during one of Declan Long’s lectures, by images 
depicting the scale of making and engineering that went 
into Doris Salcedo’s 2007 installation, Shibboleth. Little did 
I know, sitting in those formative visual culture classes, that 
much of my 20s would be spent delivering lectures, work-
shops and tours in that very building, for thousands of visitors 
and students. Undoubtedly, Tate has played an important role 
in how visitors from around the world have come to expe-
rience contemporary art. Tate Modern holds an important 
place in the hearts of Irish visitors to London and has served 
as a pivotal and important space for Irish artists, researchers, 
educators and curators to develop new and important work, 
pedagogies and connections with international practitioners 
and audiences. 

Tate Modern employs an array of Irish talent behind the 
scenes, including art writer and curator, Dr Judith Wilkinson, 

Assistant Curator, Daniel Bermingham, and Assistant Cura-
tor of Photography, Sarah Allen, to name but a few. Allen 
curated a staggering exhibition of Nan Goldin’s work last 
year, which received international acclaim. In that exhibition, 
I distinctly recall a striking colour photograph of Irish artist, 
Vivienne Dick, that Goldin had taken. I remember looking 
at that photograph in the silent gallery one morning, before 
visitors had entered the building, and being struck by the 
peculiarity of seeing a portrait of an Irish artist in the muse-
um. Dick stands in a green dress next to a partially opened 
window, staring directly at the camera positioned below 
her. Outside it is night. A small, blue, portable radio sits on 
the windowsill next to her. A dark blue glass vase holds an 
arrangement of dried, red leaves, which resonate with the red 
lipstick worn by Dick and the intensely red plastic bangle she 
wears on her wrist. I almost remember the sound of the song 
playing on the radio, so perfect is the image. 

There are some Irish artists in the Tate collection, includ-
ing the recent acquisition of a heavily-polished geometric 
sculpture by Eva Rothschild, which is hung in ‘Media Net-
works’ – one of the museum’s many themed galleries. More 
broadly, however, Tate has a poor history of showcasing Irish 
artists, which could and should be remedied in the coming 
years. I long to turn a corner in the museum and be pleas-
antly surprised by one of Vivienne Dick’s films, or perhaps a 
work by James Coleman – another Irish artist of international 
influence, still grossly underrepresented in major collections. 

Working at Tate, there have been many memorable 
moments over the years. Reassuring David Bowie that no one 
would recognise him, as I walked around the galleries with 
him disguised, a folded newspaper in hand, was a high point 
– albeit lucid and surreal! But perhaps the most meaningful 
encounter happened last year, when I bumped into a student 
who had previously attended a workshop I delivered with 
British-Ghanaian artist, Larry Achiampong. He told me that 
since the workshop, he had visited the gallery every month and 
subsequently made the decision to go to art school. He is now 
in his first year of the Fine Art course at Goldsmiths. More 
than anything, this illustrates the important function of free 
galleries – and in particular, the role of museums like Tate – in 
the formative development of younger artists, as well as the 
real and lasting impact of opening up art to wider audiences. 

Frank Wasser is an artist and writer who lives and 
works in London. He is a lecturer and art historian 
at Tate Modern and PhD candidate at University of 
Oxford. 

Notes
1As a serving board member of Tate in 1977, Henry Moore had humbly 
suggested that one third of the gallery space be dedicated to his work.

Hyundai Commission: Kara Walker, Fons Americanus (detail), 2019, installation view; photograph © Ben Fisher, courtesy of Tate Hyundai Commission: Superflex, One, Two, Three, Swing!, 2017, installa-
tion view; photograph © and courtesy of Tate

The Unilever Series: Olafur Eliasson, The Weather Project, 2003, 
installation view; photograph © and courtesy of Tate

Lee Mingwei, Our Labyrinth, 2015 – present, installation view at 11th 
Shanghai Biennale, Power Station of Art, Shanghai, 2016; photograph by 
Jay Yuan, courtesy of Tate.
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MAJA ĆIRIĆ RECOUNTS HER TRIP TO BELFAST AND DUBLIN 
LAST YEAR, AS VAI’S CURATORIAL RESEARCH AWARDEE.

Barbara Knežević, Scapes; Rose Quartz, 2019, sculptural concentration, dimensions variable; courtesy of the artist and Berlin Opticians Gallery

A REQUEST TO respond to a crisis is not something unfamiliar to me. 
Being a Serbian citizen, a state of emergency is an old acquaintance that 
provokes trained survival instincts, but bizarrely, a degree of denial-in-
duced disengaged conformity. Amid the COVID-19 related alarms, I 
replayed the artistic practices that were revealed during my VAI Curato-
rial Research trip to Dublin and Belfast in June 2019. It was immediately 
clear that the agile and resilient Irish art world was capable of adapting to 
trauma. If we presume that COVID-19 is about some force majeure, then 
these artists offer valuable lessons in adjusting to extreme circumstances. 

When I met Tara McGinn at the VAI Belfast office, she had just grad-
uated from the MFA at Ulster University. The video work presented in 
her graduate exhibition highlights museum artefacts as digitally deposit-
ed ‘museological armour’. Instead of being mere objects of attention, she 
treats these artefacts as estranged subjects that return our gaze by means of 
digital upload. Under the assumption that it is unnervingly easy to rewrite 
history, McGinn presents institutional online archives and open-source 
images that viewers can download, remix and repost as content. Monu-
ments in physical spaces become “absent, petrified, decapitated” in the dig-
ital realm. The cohabitation of the existential and digital realm is manifest-
ed as being simultaneously inside and outside. Referring to a recent essay 
by Rachel O’Dwyer, McGinn considers the digital space as “ether” and 
presumes that digital artefacts occupy a similar imagined space.1 Playing 
with the politics of bodies tvravelling through fibre optic cables, McGinn 
detaches from embodied institutional interpretations.

Susan Buttner’s studio at the RHA in Dublin was filled with small to 
mid-scale installations, giving insights into her high productivity. In one 
video, a woman explained the pain provoked by the mesh placed into her 
body after an operation. Buttner would listen to the recording, making 
notes on the sensations she perceived and placing them around the walls 
of her studio, translating these feelings into the materiality of her modular 
objects, assembled with contrasting materials – soft and hard, small and big, 
sharp and round, manufactured and handcrafted. The process of mirroring 

Notes on 
Artistic Agility
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Susan Buttner, studio works, RHA Studio Residency, 2019; bicycle rack, foam, jesmonite, 30 × 30 × 30 cm; courtesy of the artist

Niamh McCann, Vase #1, wax, box steel, lily (replica plinth Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane’s own), 50 × 18 × 23 cm, installation view, 
Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane; photograph by Ruairí Conaty, courtesy of the artist

bodily sensorial experiences and translating them into form 
is present, both in her object-based media and performances. 
She is an artist of emphatic morphology. Her artistic practice 
is a delicate evaluation of power relations, revealing tensions 
and forces by combining static elements, while highlighting 
the borderless, transgressive aspect of institutional critique. 

Deirdre O’Mahony is a rational and pragmatic political 
artist, in the sense that she not only deals with the politics 
of immediacy, but is deeply engaged in representing and 
defending the durational history of the land, from the point 
of view of rudimental agriculture. The numerous communi-
ty-based art projects she has initiated over the years – such 
as ‘SPUD’, ‘Speculative Optimism’ and ‘Abandoned Clare’ – 
mostly relate to the ‘politics of nurturing’, both human and 
land-based. These environmentally-conscious projects are 
embedded in local modes of production. Social and environ-
mental issues are treated discursively, with the aim of pre-
serving and cultivating abandoned beliefs. Her pivotal project 
about potato-culture, ‘SPUD’, focuses on mindfulness, other-
ness, reimagination, preservation, equality and justice, while 
exploring microstructures, such as seed sovereignty, and mac-
rostructures, including the land. She aims to reintegrate and 
revive practices that have been neglected or abandoned for 
their perceived weakness. In O’Mahoney’s new book, SPUD 
2009-2019, Catherine Marshall’s essay rightly points out that 
O’Mahony’s artistic practice “flies in the face of imperial and 
corporate authority and reinvests it in those most disempow-
ered by imperialism and agricultural capitalism”.2 Land, as 
a point of entry, reinforces direct exchange and subverts the 
profit-oriented culture. By going back to the roots, O’Ma-
hony forgrounds locality and avoids the traps of globalisa-
tion – an essential position, not only for survival during an 
emergency, but also to foster meaningful forms of belonging. 

They say that the earth would totally recover in a few 
years, if humans were to stop their regular activities. Barbara 
Knežević’s environments are offered as a stage for new mate-
rialism, based on the premise of healing and restoration, in 
which the human point of view is only one of many. Her 
studio at Fire Station Artists’ Studios was filled with crystals, 
gemstones, ceramics, air plants and images of Greek goddess-
es as a preamble for her artistic research. These healing mate-
rials have microsensory, restorative potential, while the entan-
glement of these objects breaks with existing hierarchies and 
material predictability. Objects are rearranged according to 
various co-relations and parameters, such as colour, produc-
ing harmonious new abstract environments as impositions 
of counter-order. Rather than reproducing existing relations, 
Knežević’s assemblages aim to stimulate and restore co-habi-
tation, while subverting previously dominant hierarchies.

The decline of the sublime in contemporary society is more 
than a mere ideological difference, imposed by the urgencies 
of immediacy or the utilitarian function of networks; the 
need to look for the sublime may be diminished, but it is 
not extinct, because it is essential to the arts. Paul Wegener’s 
film, Der Golem; Hans Poelzig’s IG Farben Building; Robert 
Schumann’s Quintet; Gaetano Donizetti’s opera, The Elixir of 
Love – these are just a few historical references among the 
delicate specificities that Niamh McCann – who considers 
herself a landscape artist – uses to construct a fluid ground 
in which “whimsical objects have cultural agency”. It is due 
to this abundant field of sophisticated references that her 
landscapes are elevated higher than the average ground. Such 
elevation was embodied in a parachute from 1948, presented 
during her exhibition, ‘La Perruque’, at The MAC in Belfast 
Belfast in 2016. Her landscapes are like the poetry of cycli-
cal motions that “inflates, deflates, slightly exhales” multiple 
narratives. The verses of McCann’s poems are grounded in 
institutional values, represented both in important buildings 
and the historical artefacts preserved within them, as embod-
iments of symbolic layers. In these vast layers of history lies 
awe-inspiring emotional complexity; even patriarchal and 
conflicting issues are treated delicately. Emotions are empha-
sised as a common denominator of all humans. The sublime is 
found within the complex semantics that describe both tan-
gible and intangible instituted values. These landscapes help 
us to understand Kant’s serene interpretation of the sublime, 
as well as Irish political theorist Burke’s more thrilling notion 
of the sublime that overpowers reasoning as we previously 
experienced it.

As a nurse, working on the frontline during the Troubles 
in Northern Ireland, Bernadette Hopkins has looked the cru-

elty of conflict directly in the eyes. Today, the Donegal-based 
artist is awakened and engaged. She continues to question 
the fragile and the conflictual, presently related to the unjust 
extraction of land inhabited by rural communities, through 
toxic gold extraction mining. Her community-based social 
practice could be considered participatory art, because the 
audience becomes her collaborators; together they co-cre-
ate a critical mass of conscious citizens, fighting against the 
reproduction of relations of domination. She is also an activ-
ist on a mission who intensively exposes herself to dangers by 
provoking the powerful. No matter how marvellous the west 
of Ireland landscape looks, it is not immune to the interests 
of capital. Invested in a series of daily gatherings, Hopkins 
makes visible corrupted entanglements. If there was not the 
political awareness of Hopkins and alike by the means of art, 
the so-called periphery outside of mainstream structures, 
could be viewed as the space that is calculated as empty of 
power in deregulated contexts. However, participatory art is 
a mode of responsible empowerment, provoked by survival 
instincts at the border. The problem with participatory art, 
as argued by Claire Bishop in her milestone book, Artificial 
Hells: Participatory Art and Politics of Spectatorship, is that it 

is rarely the subject of art criticism, thus deepening the class 
difference. I would argue that the agency demonstrated on 
the frontline performs a valuable function, if not in total 
empowerment, then in pointing to inequalities and injustices.

From reflections on marginal contexts and the legacy of 
modernism, to an investigation of physical artefacts and the 
aspirational healing of art institutions, what these artistic 
inquiries have in common is a re-examination of existing 
infrastructures. Rather than producing sporadic moves, these 
varied practices are longrunning and durational. They are not 
neccesarily focused on protesting for a better world, but on 
improving conditions within the one that currently exists.

Maja Ćirić is a Belgrade-based curator and art 
critic with experience in leading and contributing to 
international projects.

Notes
1 Rachel O’Dwyer, ‘Ether – can an artefact be immaterial?’, NCAD ACW 
website: ontologyoftheartefact.xyz
2 Catherine Marshall,‘Honour, humanity, hunger and the policies of 
extermination’, SPUD 2009–2019.
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The Making Of mink 
MIEKE VANMECHELEN AND JENNIFER REDMOND TALK ABOUT THE 
ORIGINS OF THE KERRY-BASED MOVING IMAGE COLLECTIVE, MINK. 

Mieke Vanmechelen: Well, I have been working since 2017 
as Kerry Filmmaker in Residence within a community context 
almost exclusively with young people. My own practice has 
expanded and developed considerably during this time, bene-
fitting immensely from the contact I had with LUX Critical 
Forum in Cork, led by Maximilian Le Cain and Michael Hol-
ly. Attending the ‘No Longer Peripheral’ event, organised by 
aemi last November, gave me the incentive I needed to reach 
out and connect with artists working in film and moving image 
from my home county. Everyone I approached was enthusias-
tic and I began to plan an exhibition, which was due to take 
place at ANAM (Arts & Cultural Centre, Killarney) from 7 – 
28 May.  As the atmosphere began to change, and before ‘lock-
down’, I moved all my work online. Subsequently the residency 
was placed ‘on hold’, and rather than give up, I conceived mink 
(Moving Image Network Kerry) in early March. 

Jennifer Redmond: I have always been interested in writ-
ing and publishing as an art practice. The concept has been 
developing in my work over the last few years, particularly 
in relation to the creation of digital objects. We had agreed 
that I was going to write a text to accompany the exhibition 
at ANAM and so collaborating on mink was autogenetic. We 
got together (frequently on Zoom) and started to flesh out 
what was important to us. 

MV: In a way the physical restrictions have opened up new 
possibilities, by facilitating the creation of an arena where 
artists can expand relationships and partnerships, irrespec-
tive of geography. Initially, for me, it was about reclaiming 
and subverting a peripheral status. Now, it has developed into 
something far beyond that initial idea.

JR: I have my own ‘hot-take’ on this; I believe that we have 
all become so inculcated into the neoliberal idiom that we 
aggressively guard our ‘patches’. The culture of competition 
that pervades (not only in the art world) is an impoverish-
ing dynamic for creative thinkers. My way to dispel this is 
to create a digital object in the form of a magazine. To me, 
the platform is a creative petri dish; a place where artists can 
come to show their work and to play. They can experiment 
and expand their thinking with others, if they choose to. Both 
of us would like mink to be a democratic and collaborative 
initiative. We would like to extend our reach to encourage a 
global ‘riffing’ of creative minds. It is a concept, based on ideas 
of collective being and of collective empathy. Mink is a tool-
box. It contains the where-with-all for artists to experiment 
with reformulating their habits of self.

MV: Yes, working together remotely has demanded a lot 
more reciprocal trust and empathy than I would have thought 
might be possible when utilising digital technology. 

JR: That has been a big surprise to me also. Who knew that 
technology could spotlight a compassionate side of humani-
ty? It has opened up a completely new and spontaneous way 
of thinking about our collective and individual practices – a 
recognition of a potential new self.

MV: Certainly, and we would like to extend further into the 
experimental dimension. We are planning to give prominence 
to artists’ film and moving image in conjunction with innova-
tive writing and progressive thinking.

JR: In addition, we want to explore the affordances of online 
publishing and broadcasting media. To create film podcasts. 
To live-stream conversations, seminars, reading groups, 
sound recordings and interviews. We would like to publish 
artist books. And to create an online archive. The magazine is 
currently promoted twice monthly on social media. There is a 
subscription option for those who are social media shy. New 

material will be published and broadcast once a month. Tran-
scripts and show notes of the episodes will be made available 
on the website, mink.run.

MV: I think we are entering into a new space of synergy and 
action. The fallout from the pandemic will make public and 
private funding tighter than ever (at least in the short term) 
and this will affect the ways in which artists are compelled 
to make and to show their work. The experience of viewing 
work in a gallery context or at a screening is not equivalent to 
the personal digital encounter. I think it’s important for mink 
that we also generate offline opportunities for showing work, 
perhaps in partnership with other groups, organisations and 
curators. As useful as the internet is, it’s not without fault, 
nor ‘immune’ to threat. My own practice is very grounded 
in the physical experience, but I think as artists we have to 
be adaptable and not become intractable. I think it’s the bal-
ance between these two worlds and how we navigate them 
that will be critical, as we are entering into a new space of 
‘being’, individually and collectivity. Ideas of who and what 
can contribute to the production of culture are changing and 
I’m excited to see where mink will take us.

JR: We are interested in hearing from artists and from writ-
ers who share the ideas expressed here, and who are willing 
to use the mink platform to collaborate or just to add their 
aesthetic to the collective archive.

Mieke Vanmechelen is a visual artist based near 
Kenmare, Co. Kerry. The Kerry Filmmaker Residency is 
co-funded by Kerry County Council, The Arts Council of 
Ireland and Creative Ireland.

Jennifer Redmond  is a writer and artist who is 
interested in digital objects and in publishing as an 
artist practice.  She works in Cork and in Kerry.

The artists currently involved in mink are Treasa 
O’Brien, Laura Fitzgerald, Lisa Fingleton, Michael 
Holly, Lorraine Neeson, Julie Lovett, Sean Rea, Mieke 
Vanmechelen and Jennifer Redmond. 

Mink is supported by the Arts Council of Ireland 
COVID-19 Crisis Response Award.
mink.run

Julie Lovett, Take me to the countryside, solve all my problems and make my life easier, 2019; HD video, colour, sound, 8 mins

Michael Holly, A Weary Man’s Space Travel, 2020, HD video, colour, sound, 9 mins; all images courtesy of the artists and mink
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Watching in Slow Motion 
MAIRÉAD MCCLEAN RESPONDS TO OUR QUESTIONS ABOUT HER 
ACTIVITIES DURING LOCKDOWN.

YOU ASKED: How are you coping during this period of 
isolation?
I have become preoccupied with how I perceive time, how it 
seems to expand and contract of its own free will, uncoupled 
from the chains of chronology. How long have I just spent 
brushing my hair today – a minute, an hour, a day, a year? 
Has ‘lockdown’ altered how I am experiencing time, due to 
the necessity of having to live more in the present? I read 
somewhere that the blurring of identical days leads us to cre-
ate fewer new memories, which is crucial to our sense of time 
perception. But then, maybe the memories we are making 
now will cut deeper into our brain than those made when our 
lives were ‘normal’.

YOU ASKED: How has your daily routine changed and 
what are your thoughts at this time?
At the beginning of the year, I started to reread The Poetics 
of Space.1 Gaston Bachelard placed special emphasis on the 
interior domestic space. For him, a house was a shelter which 
collected and contained past, present and future thoughts, 
memories and desires.

In April, I moved my studio into my flat because there was 
no room at the unit in the industrial estate near Bath, where 
I share a workspace with my husband. His company designs 
and manufactures pollution masks for cyclists, but with the 
demand on all kinds of face masks due to COVID-19, our 
workspace was commandeered as an overspill for the larger 
logistics centre situated on the outskirts of London. I shout 
“Art saves lives too you know!” but no one seems to be listen-
ing right now.

YOU ASKED: What have been the main impacts of lock-
down on your practice? 
With this unexpected return to a domestic setting for my stu-
dio work, and in the spirit of Bachelard, I find myself think-
ing even more about my home in Main Street, Beragh, Co. 
Tyrone, and in particular growing up there in the late 1970s 
and early-‘80s.  There was a lot of tension in the outside world 
at that time too. I remember the TV’s position in the corner of 
our sitting room. I watch the screen as bombs explode, debris 
flying through the air, smoke filling the streets. I hear stories 
of shootings, knee-cappings, hijackings, incendiary devices 
in premises where ‘keyholders’ are called back to their shops 
through transmitted tele-text messages. I can recall this but 
I’m not sure it entered my memory as I am describing it now, 
or through some other means. Maybe it wasn’t only from TV; 
maybe it was through books or films or retold to me in stories, 
all in retrospect. I’m not sure anymore. What I am sure of 
are the memories I have where my body is more present, my 
more ‘everyday’ experiences, are remembered more lucidly. I 
can still see my teenage self standing at my bedroom window, 
looking out towards another house which stood on the out-
skirts of our village. A boy I fancied lived there.

WAITING
It’s Sunday again, 
I scan the exterior for a trace of your figure about to leave 
for church, 
not mine.

A light switches off

How long does it take to open the front door, 
walk to your father’s car, get in and drive away?
How long?
a couple of minutes, 
tops. 

I am watching in slow motion, 
I am there now
with you, back then, 

that black speck.

You are not here or there anymore
 
I picture myself 
in this memory-time, 
this made up head-time, 
and it is real 

It is from there 
that I judge how my time has passed since.

Is time chronology a condition of living that I am trapped 
in, that we all are trapped in? What preoccupies me is the 
idea that time is passing me by, or I’m passing it by, or I’m 
passing on through it, as it continues to roll. Can I perceive 
it any differently? Can I change how I feel about the pace or 
speed at which I’m living? I think about editing. I don’t edit 
chronologically. Usually, I find a beginning in the middle or 
near the end of what I have shot. I then bounce back and 
forth, shifting and changing speed or direction. I detach an 
image from its sound and add another sound in its place. That 
sound comes from a different space, either very close-up or 
further away.

In the first 16mm film I made at the Slade School of Art 
in 19912, I recorded my voice saying the words: “To look back 
but yet to move forward... return empty handed”. This was 
the first time I used my own voice in my work and the mem-
ory of the process of making that piece is embedded within 
the work itself. I remember taking the recording to an indus-
trial-style building to post-stripe and synchronise the edited 
audio to the final film print. I recall how the man/magician 
went off into a different room with two things, taped audio 
and film reel, and came back with just one, the film. When I 
threaded it through the projector, I watched and listened as 
an amplified projection of a disembodied me came to life on 
screen. As I scroll back and forth in my memory to that time, 
scratching around for more detail, I wonder if I’m thinking 
more deeply about it now because I have less distractions 
coming in from my outside world. Maybe that’s what hap-
pens when we are socially distant from each other, we begin 
to inhabit our own memory worlds. 

YOU ASKED: Are you currently making work (or hatching 
plans for future projects)?
I am revisiting past work to find material that resonates with 
my current experience. Ryszard Cieślak – the dancer from 
my video, No More (2013)3 – pulls at my shirt tail. “It’s me 
again”, he says. I start to look at his movement on screen and 
freeze his body. I capture the instant he dispels a memory 
from his hand, the second he brings it out through his fingers. 
I rewind and fast-forward until I find the frame I want. I grab 
it and print it and the ghost of another memory appears. I cut 

around his body with scissors and bring him into a different 
space, a newly constructed world. I introduce him to objects 
and people drawn from the instructional books my father 
used to teach his pupils to read. These are descriptive images: 
a chair, a hat, a jug, no confusion. I call these works on paper 
The Meeting of Minds. I also realise that the significance of a 
piece of work made at a certain stage of one’s life can change 
as it enters another. These days I’m writing material that may 
become a film, songs or poems. In September last year, I pre-
sented a performance lecture at the Literature in Exile Con-
ference, at The Centre for Migration Studies in Co. Tyrone, 
where I sang and played music. I want to do more of this. 

LOCK DOWN
“I’m not in lockdown! 
I have never been locked down, 
I am not ‘locked down’
I have not had a lockdown experience! 
My father was ‘locked up’! Is that the same thing?”
 
“Really?”

“Yes, he was, but lockdown is not the same as locked-up.” 

“Right”

“There is a big difference. 
Dad was not in his own house, 
He was in prison.4 
Away from us. 
The doors were locked, but not by him.”

“Who locked them then?”
 
“If I voluntarily lock myself in my room, am I locked-up 
or locked down?”

Mairéad McClean is an artist who works across 
different media using material from a diverse range 
of sources. 
maireadmcclean.com

Notes
1 The Poetics of Space (La Poétique de l‘Espace) is a 1958 book about architec-
ture by the French philosopher, Gaston Bachelard. The book is considered 
an important work about art. 
2 Blue Is The Colour Of Distance (1991), 16mm, colour, sound, 3 mins.
3 No More (2013) is in The National Collection at IMMA and was fea-
tured in Episode 1 of Isolation TV, curated by Vaari Claffey, in March 
2020. It will be shown along with Broadcast 28372 (2016) as part of an 
exhibition at Deutscher Künstlerbund, Berlin, 17 September - 30 Octo-
ber 2020, curated by Albert Weis.
4 P.J. McClean (1933–2019) was arrested in August 1971 and without 
trial, interned in Long Kesh Prison until May 1972. He was a teacher and 
Civil Rights Campaigner and father to 12 children.

Mairéad McClean, No More, 2013; video stills courtesy of the artist
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Slow Research
DEIRDRE O’MAHONY OUTLINES THE IMPACT OF CURRENT 
RESTRICTIONS ON HER VARIOUS ARTISTIC PROJECTS.

THIS YEAR HAD promised to be busy. In early March I fin-
ished the project, ‘Forest Culture: Tangeled Web’ for my exhi-
bition, ‘A Space for Lismore’ at St Carthage Hall, Lismore 
(29 February to 8 March). I was also preparing for the launch 
of my first book, SPUD 2009 – 2019, at Workhouse Union 
in Callan. Then, the COVID-19 lockdown was announced, 
and the book launch was postponed. I had spent almost a 
year thinking about how best to represent a ten-year project 
and somehow condense the research, conversations and col-
laborations into a single publication, all within a limited bud-
get. Once the live launch was cancelled and it was clear that 
arts venues were closing for an indefinite period, I decided to 
launch the book online. 

‘SPUD’ began at ‘X-PO’, a project I initiated in a former 
post office building in North Clare in 2007, in order to give 
space for public discussion on the future in an environmental-
ly sensitive, often contested, landscape. At ‘X-PO’, conversa-
tions often revolve around farming and ways of growing food. 
This changed the focus of my research, and for the past decade, 
I have been exploring the politics of farming and agriculture. 
As an ex-urbanite, my knowledge of gardening and growing 
food was limited; however, the extent and depth of tacit cul-
tivation knowledge shared by some participants at X-PO and  
discussions I had there about the best way to grow potatoes, 
led me to think about using the tuber to talk about modern 
attitudes towards traditional agricultural knowledge, which 
nowadays is often perceived as a kind of ‘stupid’ knowledge. 
From those early conversations the project grew, driven by 
questions arising from different encounters and public events. 
Over time the project extended into potato plantings in the 
grounds of the Florence Trust (London, 2013) the National 
Famine Museum (Roscommon, 2015) and the Irish Museum 
of Modern Art (Dublin, 2016). The latter projects introduced 
me to the Irish Loy Association, who became collaborators in 
the spectacular decorative potato beds planted in the grounds 
of IMMA. ‘SPUD’ culminated with a moving-image instal-
lation called The Persistent Return (2018). The two-screen, 
moving-image installation was commissioned by Workhouse 
Union through an Arts Council Project Award and co-pro-
duced and exhibited at VISUAL Carlow and the Natural 
History Museum Leeuwarden in a programme, curated by 
potato farmers for the European Capital of Culture in 2018. 

My intention for the publication was for it to document 
this kind of ‘slow research’ process. It is a document of the 
various events and exchanges that took place around the proj-
ect, many of which happened outside institutional venues. It 
also serves to acknowledge and thank those who participated 
in different projects over the years. I was fortunate to be able 
to draw upon the expertise of many arts professionals work-
ing in Callan to help with the book. Writer Sinead Phelan 
helped to distill descriptions of complex, nuanced projects 
into 150 words. Designer Kaye Toland (who was part of 
the Bring Your Own Chair residency at Workhouse Union) 
helped structure initial ideas for the book. Curator and art 
historian, Catherine Marshall, went through my archives for 
her essay, which considered ‘SPUD’ in relation to colonial 
history and the biopolitics of social engineering during the 
famine. Cian Brennan designed the final book and also made 
a short film for social media, while Eilís Lavelle and Rosie 
Lynch gave continuous feedback and support. I wanted the 
book to hold a trace of the material presence of the potato, so 
it was case bound in a fabric covered with potato starch. The 
design, layout and paper all suggested melancholic modernity, 
with the colour plates towards the end channelling the resil-
ience of tacit knowledge. 

In 2018, I was awarded the Irish American Cultural Insti-
tute’s O’Malley Art Award, which is given biannually to a 
selected Irish artist. I wanted to mark this achievement and 
acknowledgment of my practice by using the award to help 
with the book’s production costs. Once the book was print-
ed, and I was faced with an indefinite postponement of a live 
event to mark its release, I decided to launch the book online 
instead. It was all done very quickly. I gave people the option 
of using PayPal or direct bank payments and processed the 
orders. The post office in Callan was kept busy, as I posted 
disinfected envelopes daily. There was a lovely synchronicity in 
the key role played by the post office at the start and end of the 
project. So far, the response to the book has been very positive. 

As for the rest of my projects, I have another publication, 
called Untitled #6, which is being produced by Michelle Hor-
rigan and Sean Lynch at Askeaton Contemporary Arts. This 
book will be edited by Sean and designed by Wayne Daly, 
with a planned launch towards the end of the year. The start-
ing point is a painting of mine called Untitled #6. This paint-

ing was bought by Shannon Development for their collection 
in 1997 and then later resold at an auction in Limerick as part 
of the company’s breakup in 2016. The publication includes 
an interview between Sean and I, along with other interviews 
and materials from my archive. 

My work from the 1990s has also been of interest to cura-
tor Merve Elvern, who is including another group of my 
paintings – an installation called Erratics, originally made for 
the Guinness Hopstore in 1996 – as part of the guest pro-
gramme for the 39th EVA International in Limerick later 
this year. We are currently discussing how best to present this 
work, given the changing circumstances of exhibition-mak-
ing, post-COVID-19. 

A commissioned audio work for Saolta Arts/Galway Uni-
versity Hospital Trust and Galway 2020, called POST_ was 
due to be launched in early July but has now been rescheduled 
to Autumn. The work uses ambient sounds from locations in 
the West of Ireland and a fictional narrative to evoke the par-
ticular character of the land, as well as unconscious, interior 
associations and memories of place and home. Images of the 
recording locations will also be exhibited across the Saolta 
Group with QR codes linked to the audio artwork. POST_ 
was always intended as an online artwork but has now taken 
on a deeper resonance, giving imaginative space to listeners 
to access particular landscapes and places without physically 
travelling to them. A larger exhibition, titled ‘Call if you are 
passing…’ that was also due for exhibition in 2020 but is now 
provisionally scheduled for Spring 2021. My Kilkenny Arts 
Office residency at Centre Culturel Irlandais in Paris, which 
was due to take place in April, is also being rescheduled.

These cancelled events, rescheduled dates and of course, 
lockdown isolation, have made me reflect on my artistic work 
and what that means right now. I continue to worry away at 
questions that insist on attention, whether in the studio or in 
the garden – a place that more and more feels like my studio. 
It is never a comfortable process, but it is all I can do... to put 
one foot in front of the other...

Deirdre O’Mahony is an artist/researcher based in 
Callan, County Kilkenny. To order O’Mahony’s new 
book, SPUD 2009 – 2019, email: 
omahonyde@gmail.com

Deirdre O’Mahony, The Persistent Return, 2018, installation view, VISUAL Carlow; photograph Ros Kavanagh, courtesy of the artist
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Love in the Time of Clichés
JENNIFER MEHIGAN CONSIDERS COOPERATION AND 
RESISTANCE IN THE CURRENT POLITICAL CLIMATE. 

If all the world is a commodity, how poor we grow. 
When all the world is a gift in motion, how wealthy 
we become. 
– Robin Wall Kimmerer1

I first learned about Ted Purves’ work when I was sitting on a 
bus in Oakland with two friends I knew from back in Singa-
pore. We took the bus from Lake Merritt to Berkeley; I had 
an iced lavender latte in my hand that would eventually turn 
into peach rose sorbet and then a Blue Dream Pax pod in the 
evenings. When things have good names they taste better, I 
think, or at least advertising has successfully convinced me 
of this. Actually, I think anyone who has chosen their own 
name also knows it to be true. Trump had been President 
for almost a year at this point and there were many regular 
family-friendly protests in parks to abolish ICE. My friends 
pointed out things of interest to me as we drove past them: 
a bakery (formerly a Black Panthers’ HQ), multiple home-
less encampments, old apartments, party sites and gay bars, 
good Korean food, and California College of the Arts, where 
Purves taught on the Social Practice graduate programme. 
It is impossible not to notice the lusciousness of Northern 
Californian gardens and the wealth that must accompany 
being able to water plants so regularly, despite the area being 
on fire at that time. I had a great phone camera and couldn’t 
stop documenting trees full of hibiscus, cute outfits at Pride 
parties and the never-ending stream of anti-fascist placards. 
I follow a few ‘foragers’ on Instagram and have friends who 
enjoy making things from found produce, but my consump-
tion remains mostly visual. Fortunately, I also have friends 
who make lockdown ferments and generously share these 
goods. In this sense, my experience of this period so far has 
been more social than I anticipated, in terms of giving and 
receiving care, of meeting new community forces and learn-
ing how to be of service in a way that doesn’t reinforce unac-
ceptable structures. 

My research into gestures began with painting and still 
lies somewhere in the realm of pictures. The dissemination 
of images online allows them to have more prominent social 
lives than they used to. I mostly layer mythologies, tropes 
from various online subcultures and use software to make col-
laged images that reconfigure relationships between everyday 
things like ‘compulsory heterosexuality’, ‘death’, and ‘history’. 
These reconfigurations have somehow led me down a path of 
becoming ‘networked’ and I have been really fortunate to be 
able to participate – mostly peripherally – in communities of 
art, care and education across the globe, wherever my contacts 
(many of whom I have never met in real life) end up. 

The first time I encountered the idea of ‘mutual aid’ was 
when I lived in Sydney, Australia. This was also an extended 
period of social isolation for me. The people I met at gigs 
and DIY events (when I could summon the courage to go 
alone) in Newtown and St Peters were mostly punks, artists 
and white queers. I was 21, recently heartbroken and des-
perately uncool. But loneliness and aloneness have always 
been part of certain pedagogies, I think. I learned how to ‘get 
involved’ by doing the grunt work, read resources that indig-
enous communities shared and learned about white suprem-
acy, colonialism, and how the movements away from these 
structures were often led by discussions around indigenous 
Australian art. Abstraction and obfuscation make sense when 
you consider the body horror of British colonialism, plagues, 
and associated trauma and addiction. Recovery programmes 
talk about ‘white-knuckling sobriety’, using sheer willpow-
er rather than taking the necessary emotional steps to get 
through a programme. I think the process of ‘falling apart’ 
and becoming abstract makes sense this way too. Recovery is 
a fragmented process, where the shapeshifting and time-trav-
eling of Science Fiction can begin to feel normal.

Returning to Oakland: Ted Purves and his collaborator, 
Susanne Cockrell, created ‘Temescal Amity Works’ (2004–

2007), a project that started out as a cart that collected and 
redistributed fruit from local citrus trees, while also gather-
ing stories from the residents for a collective biography of 
the area, investigating the overlay of urban and rural systems 
on community life. The cart became a space, and the space 
eventually received too much pressure to change its model 
from mutual personal exchanges to a more hierarchical for-
mat, and so it closed. Basically, it was pressured to turn into a 
non-profit service organisation, which defeated the purpose 
of the collaborative actions and overrode the DIY ethos and 
core values of the project. The title of Purves book, What We 
Want Is Free (2004), reminds me of other things I have told 
myself while having a terrible time, like “you already have 
everything you need” and “if you want what you’ve never 
had, you must do what you’ve never done.” The COVID-19 
community groups I am part of sometimes need similar 
encouragement and you can end up sounding like a Tesco 
ad – “every little helps.”

12-step recovery literature is filled with clichés. Leslie 
Jamison speaks about this in her book, The Recovering, where 
she describes the repeated phrases as “not revelations but 
reminders, safeguards against the alibis of exceptionality that 
[masquerade] as self-knowledge.” I am writing this on the 
second day of protests across Belfast in solidarity with Black 
Lives Matter and against white supremacy, police brutality, or 
the existence of police at all. Standing there on the first day 
of protests, I thought about the clichéd gestures of solidarity 
we make with each other – the homemade signs, hands and 
sounds – and the gestures that occur in opposition to each 
other: black fists pointed to the sky, passerby fists gripped 
tightly, facing the ground. The white knuckle, the tight grip, 
the inability to let go; we see this come together in the images 
that get circulated of violence towards people who are black, 
transgender, indigenous, brown, gender non-conforming, and 
so on. Social distancing has given many of us space to fanta-
sise, to dream and participate in utopias and to be somewhat 
protected from things other than the virus, because being ‘in 
public’ isn’t safe a lot of the time anyway. White supremacist 
capitalist patriarchy really believes its own hype. 

I have always felt like the best place for me was somewhere 
else; that I would find better communities if I left wherever 
I am, at any given time. My art would be ‘better’, I would 
encounter more ‘radical’ collectives and movements in other 
cities, where people might actually know how to make escap-
ing all of this a real possibility. Being forced to think about 
staying in one place has cleared pathways for me in a way and 
allowed me to reconfigure my practice to make more space 
for gestures that incorporate justice, mutual generosity and 
solidarity into digital networks, as well as my own neigh-
bourhood. As my work shifts to become more “humus than 
human” (Haraway) and as my studio continues to be slowly 
replaced by my allotment, I am learning to rethink relation-
ships and kinships, to exist within the ‘gift economy’ and to 
allow for fleeting intimate possibilities between people, ani-
mals and other organisms we share this planet with. Abstrac-
tion offers itself as a tool to look beyond the familiar, beyond 
what we know – and we know that things haven’t been right 
for a long time now. I look forward to seeing what grows 
from this huge pile of s**t. 

“Every day it gets a little easier, you just have to do it 
every day.” 
– That one is from Bojack Horseman.

Jennifer Mehigan is a Belfast-based artist and 
researcher. 
jennifermehigan.com

Notes
1 Robin Wall Kimmerer, Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific 
Knowledge and the Teachings of Plants (Minneapolis: Milkweed Editions, 
2013).

Jennifer Mehigan, IV drip sketch, 2020, digital collage; courtesy of the artist

Jennifer Mehigan, Studio #9, 2019, iPhone photograph; courtesy of the artist
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Compulsive Objects
LAURA MCMORROW REFLECTS ON THE IMPULSE TO 
DECLUTTER DURING LOCKDOWN

I ARRIVED IN Connemara in late February to begin a 
month-long residency at Interface, a residency programme 
run by Alannah Robins. My studio was located in an old 
salmon hatchery. It is in an isolated location in the sparse-
ly populated Inagh valley, surrounded by dark forestry. More 
than once, it was described to me as a scene out of James Bond. 
The building is no longer used as a hatchery, but as a scientific 
research laboratory that was strictly off limits to nosy artists. 
This led my imagination to run wild. It was the perfect back-
drop for my new video piece. 

The studio was chilly but I was forewarned. I enjoyed 
the daily ritual of lighting the furnace and seemed to have a 
knack for it. Alannah considered adding ‘fire-starting’ to the 
residency application criteria. I soaked up the dramatically 
changing landscape on my daily commute through the Inagh 
Valley. I spent rainy days in the studio painting and drawing. 
Using my macro lens, I filmed the building and the forest to 
reveal hidden aspects.

I researched filmmaking techniques for building suspense, 
including the ‘drone of dread’ and the Dutch angle. I spent 
long dark evenings relishing the fact that my research involved 
watching science fiction films in which nature strikes back. I 
was still in Connemara when the restrictions began. Shops 
and pubs closed and the drone of dread got louder. Alannah 
and her family kindly let me stay on and I became part of 
their household. I have yet to edit the footage I recorded at 
the hatchery. I’ve been saving it for a rainy day, but so far we 
haven’t had many of those. I find myself outside a lot, walking 
the dog or listening to podcasts while endlessly weeding the 
garden. The new video piece will be shown at Clifden Arts 
Festival in September. 

Since returning to Leitrim, I have assigned a bedroom in 
my house to be my new home studio. I installed plywood on 
the walls and learned how to fit lino, using YouTube. Was it 
Matisse who would go for a morning walk and return, as if to 
a different place, to start working from home? I will go one 
step further and leave by the front door and return by the 
back door. I only need to fool myself. The studio is set up so 
that I can make a mess, but I have the same apprehension I 
feel when starting a new sketchbook. It is too new, too clean. I 
have always enjoyed the juxtaposition that comes about from 
being surrounded by objects I have collected. 

This leads me on nicely to the ultimate lockdown activ-
ity – sorting through artworks that have been stored in my 

parent’s attic for years. I never considered my hoarding to be 
a problem, because it was my parent’s problem. Now, faced 
with three carloads of stuff, I begin to question why I kept 
these “masterpieces”, as my Dad calls them. He offers the use 
of his fire pit and suggests my new motto should be “if in 
doubt, burn it”, which he later softens to “if in doubt, throw it 
out”. I threaten to give the artworks back to him as Christmas 
presents over the next 20 years.

My favourite find was a collage I made on a sheet of 
lasagna that surprisingly stood the test of time. I have really 
pushed the boundary of what can be considered a surface to 
paint on: a cake tin, a cat flap, a wooden toaster. With so 
many objects existing in the world already, it makes sense to 
rescue and reinvent objects from charity shops. I even painted 

on the greasy sheets that separate sliced cheese and brought 
them back from Erasmus in Spain. They are in a heap, stuck 
together like melted Gorgonzola. A step too far, perhaps.

With the wave of nostalgia that seems to have hit every-
one, it is a good time to rediscover ideas, look through old 
notebooks and then start anew – all the while reflecting on 
the humour and innocent compulsion to create. With the 
recycling centre closed, I have an endless supply of materials 
to work with. Leitrim lends itself well to lockdown life. There 
is plenty of space to self-isolate and we are well used to a bit 
of social distancing here.

Laura McMorrow is a visual artist based in Leitrim.
lauramcmorrow.com

Laura McMorrow, Blue Streak, 2019, oil on found tabletop; courtesy of the artist Laura McMorrow, Globe, 2019, mixed media, oil on found frame; courtesy of the artist

Laura McMorrow, Silver Forest, 2020, oil on found frame; courtesy of the artist
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Pensive Isolation
DAVID SMITH TRACES THE IMPACT OF SOLITUDE 
WITHIN HIS PAINTING PRACTICE.   

TRADITIONALLY, MANY ARTISTS dream of isolation. The 
poetic, romantic kind of solitude found in distant residencies, 
with nothing but an enriching bleakness to help us dig deeper 
into our work. A place where previously hidden motivations 
and inspirations reveal themselves, allowing new qualities 
and questions to feed one’s process. This is not that. This is 
a kind of isolation nobody expected. This is the non-hugging 
type, with internet overload, fear of statistics and the low, 
constant hum of unease.

Isolation is a very visible theme in my work. I lived in 
Hong Kong for 11 years in one of the most densely populated 
areas on the planet. I know exactly what it is to dream hard 
of sweet, romantic isolation. My first apartment over there in 
2005 was the size of my current bathroom, and I stayed there 
for 7 months. My landscape paintings became much more 
focused after being pushed through the lenses of confinement 
and intensity. External pressures like work culture, extreme 
volumes of people, heat, noise, air pollution, and relentless 
sensory overload, came to bear on how I made paintings. 
They began to reflect a kind of looking for a clearing within 
a dense environment, compromised by human presence and 
activities. 

My current studio is a home studio, meaning I don’t have 
access problems that many artists are currently trying to 
adjust to. I’ve always found it to be a good working scenario. 
At one point in Hong Kong, I had a small home studio and 
a relatively large one at the other end of the city. However, 
at that time I worked almost exclusively on a small scale, so 
my home studio, looking out on towering apartment blocks 
with little sky, saw most of the action. I sometimes hesitate 
to call myself a landscape painter, as I don’t go out and paint 
what I see exactly. What tends to happen is I collect expe-
riences, memories, impressions, photographs and sketches 
from everywhere I have been, and work from these shifting 
and growing sources. An image of a location in Hong Kong 
that I ignored for years may suddenly seem vital and hold a 
quality that resonates. This may become a starting point, lead-
ing into a new avenues to be explored. The same may happen 

with sketches I made in the deserts of Jordan, many years 
ago on a residency, or with more recent sketches and photo-
graphs I made around my local area, within the 5km travel 
restrictions. Time, distance and location all converge on the 
present moment of painting. I’ve become more aware of an 
underlying motivation or hope for a new sublime to emerge 
from the natural world and our destructive interactions with-
in it. Romantic notions seen through the silvery grey haze of 
a Hong Kong skyline. 

Our current lockdown scenario in Ireland has been a 
strange experience from an artist’s point of view. Conver-
sations I’ve had with artist friends have revealed an initial 
self-pressure to produce work. Now that there’s time, make, 
make, make, go, go, go. It’s like a t-shirt I saw in Asia printed 
with the phrase “Always Go Always Do” – a perfect sum-
mation of Hong Kong, but also a frightening prospect. This 
self-pressure is like a hangover from the past. I’ve felt and 
continue to feel this pressure myself, but recently decided to 
forgive myself for a certain amount of inactivity. What I’ve 
found happening is I’ve explored other mediums that lay dor-

mant for a while. I’ve grown up playing music, and in the last 
ten years, have also dug more into photography. These explo-
rations are more playful and have provided a nice contrast for 
investigation recently, and actually have a vital feedback effect 
on my usual studio practice, helping to renew and refresh it – 
although as I type ‘usual’, I’m struggling to actually define it. 

Right now, I’d probably describe my studio practice as 
a funky mix of focus, vagueness, intense activity, worry and 
feelings of wanting to get away from it. This might be familiar 
for anyone also working in arts education. Everyone initial-
ly scrambled to become experts in Zoom, Loom, Microsoft 
Teams, Moodle, Noodle and Doodle. And while there is an 
initial novelty to living and working virtually, it certainly can’t 
replace tactile experiences, social interaction and navigat-
ing physical material and space. However, I’m a big believ-
er in limitations being a great primer for creative action and 
growth. This period has also reminded me of the essential 
importance of play. It’s easy to get stuck making somewhat 
accomplished things to continue your “studio output”. But 
I feel the need and desire to step back and rediscover the 
essential joy of materials, of unexpected colour, of the space 
between notes, of beautiful photographic overexposure, of 
unfamiliar media and a thousand other creative joys yet to be 
discovered or rediscovered. 

Just before lockdown I had sent a large batch of work to a 
gallery in Europe that was due to be shown at one of the art 
fairs. Most of these events have all been cancelled, altered or 
postponed. Artists of all disciplines have had events, gigs and 
paid work suddenly disappear. This financial instability is not 
the good type of limitation – it’s the threat of what the future 
might or might not hold. I do truly hope that our ways of 
living on this precious and unique little blue ball can change. 
They desperately need to. This is not romantic isolation, but it 
might be a necessary breath.

David Smith is an artist based in Sligo. 
davidsmith-studio.com

David Smith, Wooded lake – dusk gradient, 2020, oil on birch ply, 28 × 35.5 cm; all images courtesy of the artist David Smith, Cold lake – winter showers, 2019, oil on birch ply, 25 × 20 cm

David Smith, Lake islands – winter light, 2020, oil on birch ply, 20 × 25 cm
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New Routines
OONAGH MCATEER REFLECTS ON HER APPROACHES 
TO ART MAKING DURING LOCKDOWN. 

THE ONGOING THEMES in my work include biography 
and the telling of stories and family histories, with religious 
faiths, beliefs, folklore and mystery woven in. I have a curi-
osity about people and their relationships and perception of 
truth – how and what they choose to believe, versus reali-
ty – as well as how people are programmed to respond with 
optimism or pessimism. Although I am still working on 
articulating it verbally, the objects I choose to work with have 
a dependable solid quality. They are what they are, and just 
like humans, they are shaped by nature and nurture, and are 
not fully understood. Some materials I have been working 
with include rocks, young trees, deadwood and empty egg-
shells. I combine these with whatever available mediums I’m 
drawn to, including watercolour, acrylics, coloured thread. I 
often juxtapose sturdy materials with fragile materials, and 
organic materials with man-made ones. Although my work 
could be seen as a representation of environmental concerns, 
its more specifically to do with our perception of society and 
biography.

I have just completed first year of the MFA at Ulster 
University and have recently been experimenting beyond 
the limits of photography as a material. I have developed a 
creative practice which draws materials and inspiration from 
the garden and farm around my home. I had been working 
intuitively with a wide range of materials, with the possibili-
ty of creating future installations. Of course, there have been 
changes to my plans. When the lockdown started, I was in 
the early stages of collaborating with several artists – Emi-
ly Esdale, Susan Hughes, Nollaig Molloy, Anna Nangle and 
Charys Wilson – on a project with the Public Records Office 
of Northern Ireland, working with and responding to the 
organisation’s archive. The resulting work would ideally be 
installed in the PRONI gallery for visitors to see. 

Also, our now cancelled end of year MFA group show, 
was due to be held at Vault Artist Studios – a community 
and not-for-profit arts charity, who have taken over an old 
school on Tower Street in East Belfast as a workspace for 
artists. We imagine that there will be an alternative show 
arranged at some point in the future. The main impact that 
the COVID-19 restrictions had on me was the sudden loss of 
MFA shared studio space at Ulster University. My favourite 
rock has been stranded in my studio space since the university 
closed, along with some trees that had begun to grow leaves, 
but now there is no one there to water them. Although, on 
the positive side, I have begun to make adjustments, so that 
I can have a studio space to work in at home – something I 
intended to do ‘someday’. However, it still does not compare 
to the environment for learning and direct peer access offered 
by my MFA studio space. 

I feel incredibly lucky to be in a position where I can work 
from home during isolation. I’ve been keeping myself busy 
and occupied so far. There have been times when I’ve lost 
track of days, but I have honestly not been bored yet. I’ve 
chosen to be quite disciplined with myself since the start of 
lockdown, as I knew sticking to a routine would be the only 
way to keep making work, as well as being an important tool 
for keeping a check on my anxiety. Continuing with daily 
writing and getting my thoughts onto paper helps with feel-
ing overwhelmed. Sometimes I find the process of writing 
useful and relevant to my practice, but at other times it isn’t so 
clear. I am currently reading the book, Bird by Bird, by writer 
Anne Lamott. Even though the book is about the process of 
writing, it relates to any art practice. The things I’ve learned 
from this book are: giving permission to listen to yourself; to 
make mistakes and keep going through the mess; and to stop 
letting perfection hold you back. 

Some of the positives of lockdown are that there is more 
time to notice and observe things, with less time spent travel-
ling. Not having to be places, I now have more time for read-
ing and a new sense of gratitude for the amount art exhibitions 
that are usually accessible. But at the same time, I have also 

Oonagh McAteer, Lies, Faćades & Secret Babies, 2019, installation, 90 pieces, mixed media, dimensions variable, on light box table; photograph by 
Curtis Morris, all images courtesy of the artist

Oonagh McAteer, Stranger round here, 2020, rock from unknown, 
caster wheels, memory foam

Oonagh McAteer, Failed Escape, 2019, digital photograph

developed a real sense of relief, because time has slowed down. 
The first few weeks, I wasn’t making work. At times I felt 
guilty that I wasn’t helping or that I didn’t have a ‘useful’ career 
– but then I remembered I would make a really terrible nurse. 

I have paired up with another artist, Zara Lyness, sending 
each other drawings and paintings and responding to each 
other’s work without actually talking to one another. It will 
be interesting to see what comes of this, or how this process 
resolves itself. Having weekly Zoom calls with fellow stu-
dents has also helped. I am developing a collaborative cre-
ative process alongside my own work, based on this dynamic. 
Nevertheless, nothing can replace the in-studio experience. 
Interestingly we recently compared two screenshots of Zoom 
meetings: one from early on during lockdown, with every-
one sombre and serious looking; and the other next taken 
five weeks later, in which everyone looks fresh with beaming 
smiles. Ideas are forming. One of those is the ongoing online 
residency, with two artists pairing up each week to collabo-
rate. You can check out these collaborations on Instagram by 
visiting @mfafineartuub.

I see now, with everything cancelled, that I am still not 
achieving everything I intended to get done and can only 
laugh at the unreal expectations that I had set for myself. I 
really hope that if I take anything from this period of iso-
lation, it is to aim for a slower pace of life and to place less 
expectations on what I “need” to do. I have no plans for work 
that I am currently making, rather, I am planting seeds for 
future work. There are no deadlines and I am excited to see 
what comes of this period. I have quite the collection of 
rocks now.

Oonagh McAteer is a visual artist whose mixed-media 
work focuses on themes of biography and storytelling.
oonaghmcateer.co.uk
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Greenhouse Effect
EAMON O’KANE DISCUSSES HIS CURRENT 
COMMITMENTS AND PROJECTS.

A wall is in effect an opaque window 
– Robert Smithson, 19671

I have been at home in Denmark since the lockdown began 
here on 12 March and have been very lucky that I have been 
able to be with my family during this time. We live in the 
countryside outside the city of Odense, and our house and 
studios are surrounded by about four acres of forest and gar-
den. We have been able to go for walks in the surrounding 
area and quite early on, I began taking photographs of trees 
during these walks and using the images to make drawings in 
pen and ink on paper. I’ve made about 50 of them so far and 
intend to continue through the summer. My plan is to use 
them for large-scale charcoal drawings, wall paintings and 
animations. I have a solo exhibition and residency planned 
at a centre for printmaking in Bergen in 2021 and plan to 
work on new screenprints and lithographs based on these. I 
have also been working on new paintings, drawings, films and 
installations for forthcoming exhibitions in Denmark, Nor-
way, USA and Germany.

Our home was a former plant nursery and I have spent the 
last ten years working on a project in the 6000m2 greenhous-
es, which I have been documenting using video, photography 
and sound. The plan has been to return the site to a forest. We 
have just finished the demolition project and have sown grass 
and will begin to plant trees in the autumn. We keep bees on 
the property and up until last year, we had three families, so 
about 60,000 to 80,000 bees. Last year, we harvested over 30 
kilos of honey, which we use ourselves and share with friends 
and family. I have begun using the beeswax in my painting 
again, in the form of encaustic, as well as using it in sculptures 
and drawings. I’ve also tried using the honey to make my own 
watercolour paints, as it allows high pigment loads and con-
tributes to smooth washes.

I work as Professor of Visual Art at The University of Ber-
gen and I have been able to continue my teaching via digital 

platforms. The week after the lockdown, we were scheduled 
to interview new students for the MA programme. We man-
aged to switch all interviews to Skype and the whole process 
went very well without any major technical challenges. I have 
been meeting with my students on Zoom and holding group 
critiques and individual tutorials, as well as posting weekly 
readings on different artists and theoretical texts. This has 
been very rewarding and has allowed me to share different 
things I am focusing on, in relation to artistic practice and 
critical reflection with the students. I will do a talk on Zoom 
next week to round off the semester, where I will discuss my 
studio practice here in Denmark and give the students a tour 
of my studios. During the last few weeks, I have also been 
external examining at art academies in Oslo and Dublin. It 
has been very inspiring to witness how the students and staff 
have coped with the crisis and have developed new formats, 
processes and modes for reflection and collaboration.

In the autumn, I will undertake a six-month research sab-
batical from the University of Bergen. I am part of a research 
project, entitled ‘Matter, Gesture and Soul’, which is run by 
staff at the University of Bergen and involves collaborations 
between artists and archeologists. In my part of the project, 
I am investigating the recent past through reflections on the 
aforementioned ten-year project with the greenhouses, using 
this research archive as a comparative to the distant past of 
Newgrange, a Neolithic site in Ireland. I am using an observa-
tion made by Buckminster Fuller where he relates Einstein’s 
Theory of Relativity to a deeper understanding of the uni-
verse. I am developing artworks which examine the history of 
humankind’s relationship to mapping the night sky and the 
cosmos through mark-making and symbols. I am comparing 
different approaches throughout the centuries, including the 
stone carvings on passage tombs at Newgrange, which date 
from 3200 BC, right up to contemporary images of space 
produced by NASA. The project will result in a number of 
exhibitions and publications, including a large-scale group 

exhibition at the Museum of Natural History in Bergen.
Just before the lockdown started, my exhibition, ‘Froebel 

Studio: Institute for Creativity and Montessori Glass Class-
room’, at the Norwegian Sculpture Society gallery, came to 
a close. The exhibition started in January and had a success-
ful run including many workshops with the public, schools 
and kindergartens. I was very lucky that the exhibition had 
already taken place, especially given its interactive nature. 
There are a number of group exhibitions that I have been 
invited to participate in, that have been postponed to the 
autumn and next year, which gives me more time to work on 
the artworks planned for them. I am also working on some 
public and private commissions and the time I have had here 
in Denmark has allowed me to focus on them. During the 
lockdown period I have been invited to participate in a couple 
of projects and exhibitions that have gone ahead, even with 
the restrictions. One was an exhibition at Arebyte Gallery in 
London of my video work, SOAP, which can still be viewed 
on the website (aos.arebyte.com). The other is an exhibition 
at the Dollshouse in the Netherlands, a project run by art-
ist Ciara Finnegan. The exhibition, entitled ‘The DollHaus’, 
includes my work alongside Hilde de Bruijn and Andrew 
Demetrius, and among other things, examines the legacy of 
the Bauhaus (thedollhouse.space). 

The last few months have given me pause for reflection in 
my art practice, as well as an opportunity to reorganise my 
archive of artworks, library and research material. This pen-
sive space feels in stark contrast to the turmoil unfolding in 
the world. I find myself returning to previous projects and 
using them to understand and develop my current work. 

Eamon O’Kane is an Irish artist living and working in 
Odense, Denmark, and Bergen, Norway.
Notes
1 Robert Smithson, ‘The Monuments of Passaic’, Artforum, December 
1967, p52–57.

Eamon O’Kane, The Glassroom, 2009 – 2020, film still; courtesy of the artist Eamon O’Kane, studio view, 2020; photograph courtesy of the artist

Notes From Lockdown
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Public Art Roundup
Art Outside the Gallery

ADAM GIBNEY’S site-specific artwork, Your 
Seedling Language, was created for the new 
building of St Catherine’s National School, 
Rush, Co. Dublin. Curated by Jennie Guy, the 
artwork was launched in 2019 and is made of 
two parts: a series of light-and-sound-producing 
sculptures in the school’s entry stairwell and a 
sensor tower outside the school building. 

The artwork utilises environmental data that 
can be related to the growth of plants. Soil mois-
ture levels, light levels and temperature detected 
by the sensor tower are used as organic compo-
sitional parameters that manipulate a generative, 
eight-channel vocal composition, comprised of 
audio samples of over 1,000 syllabic gestures. 

As such, the artwork produces different 
versions of the composition, depending on the 
weather conditions outside the school building. 
So if it is a bright sunny day, the composition 
will sound different to if it is a colder or darker 
evening. 

Your Seedling Language takes its inspiration 
from ideas surrounding the theory of biolin-
guistics, providing the school with a language of 
its own. The development of this work stemmed 
from research into Fingal’s rich multicultural 
history and how this influenced the now unused 
Fingallian dialect. The artwork therefore aims to 
celebrate the mixture of cultures and languages 
that flourish in St Catherine’s National School. 

Adam Gibney, Your Seedling Language, 2019, photograph by CJ Nash Photography, courtesy of the artist

Your Seedling Language
Artist: Adam Gibney
Site: St Catherine’s National School, Rush, Co. Dublin
Commissioning body: Department of Education and Skills
Commission type: Per Cent for Art
Date advertised: October 2017
Date sited: July 2019
Budget: €35,000 – 70,000
Project Partners: St Catherine’s National School, Jennie Guy (Curator), BA Steel 
Fabricators, Kristian Doherty (Wood Turning), Arad Studios (Sound Recording), Jim 
Mansfield (Structural Engineer), Conor McCague (Installation Technician)
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AS VESSELS of time and evolving geogra-
phy, mountains reveal to us the history of the 
land and hold the memories of cultures past 
and present. Ellen Ferrier’s permanent public 
installation, Echoes of Chincogan, pays homage 
to the iconic local landform, Mount Chincogan, 
reflecting her unique topographic curvature. 
The installation aims to provide a secondary 
gateway or threshold, into the Mullumbimby 
Sculpture Walk in Mullumbimby, New South 
Wales, Australia. 

Visitors are invited to walk under, around 
and through the form of Mount Chincogan, 
providing spatial engagement to the mountains 
monumental landscape, enabling embodied 
understanding and ultimately, a deeper connec-

tion to place. The sculpture’s unique interplay of 
angles and contours generate striking interac-
tions of surface and shadow, of form and void. 
Abstract reflections are cast onto the ground 
below, activating the horizontal plane and cre-
ating a dynamic display of lines that dance and 
transform with the changing light throughout 
each day.

Made of Corten steel, the sculpture’s surface 
transforms over time in response to its envi-
ronment, a poetic reflection of the tracks and 
pathways that walkers wear slowly into moun-
tainsides over the course of history. Ellen Fer-
rier is currently based in Ireland, where she is 
completing her MFA at Burren College of Art, 
Ballyvaughan, Co. Clare. 

HAVE A GREAT time. Cool! Grand. is an artwork 
by Michaél O’Connell (a.k.a MOCKSIM). 
The piece is a comment on the peculiarities of 
Google’s Gmail ‘Smart Reply’ functionality. 
This feature allows users to “save time” by sug-
gesting quick responses to messages and emails, 
based on machine learning algorithms. O’Con-
nell’s approach as a systems interference artist, 
includes paying attention to mundane techno-
logical developments. He collected Gmail Smart 
Reply suggestions over a period of months. In 
connection with a residency at Uillinn: West 
Cork Arts Centre, the opportunity was given to 

create a billboard-sized poster. Just before that, 
in response to an email from the artist’s friend 
in Cork, the system recommended three choic-
es: ‘Have a great time.’, ‘Cool!’ and – surpris-
ingly, given its specificity to Ireland – the word 
‘Grand’. This set of three ‘smart replies’ and a 
selection of others (to give a sense of the variety) 
were incorporated into the 366 × 244 cm post-
er. In a beautiful twist, the poster now appears 
on Google Street View (link: bit.ly/2zZ5pDi) 
having been captured in September 2019. It is 
as if Google’s algorithms are feeding back and 
consuming themselves.

Artist: Micheál O’Connell (a.k.a MOCKSIM)
Site: Main Street, Skibbereen, Co. Cork
Commissioning body: Skibbereen Arts Festival
Commission type: Public art festival
Date sited: 13 July 2019 – 1 July 2020
Budget: €500 fee, plus fabrication costs
Project Partners: Uillinn: West Cork Arts Centre, Skibbereen Arts Festival

Deepa Mann-Kler, Shoefiti, 2019; photograph © Matthew Andrews, courtesy of the artist

Micheál O’Connell, Have a great time. Cool! Grand., 2019; courtesy of the artist

Ellen Ferrier, Echoes of Chincogan, 2019; courtesy of the artist

Have a great time. Cool! Grand. 

Echoes of Chincogan

Shoefiti

Artist: Ellen Ferrier
Site: Mullumbimby, New South Wales, Australia
Commissioning body: Mullum Chamber of Commerce, Creative Mullum
Commission type: Grant
Date advertised: July 2018
Date sited: November 2019
Budget: $30,000 (AUD)
Project Partners: Suvira McDonald (Project Manager), Steve Drake Architects (Assis-
tant Manager), Philip Wallace Engineering, Mullum Engineering (Fabricator)

Artist: Deepa Mann-Kler
Site: Silver Street, Leicester 
Commissioning body: Artichoke, Lumiere Festival 2019
Commission type: Public art festival
Date advertised: March 2019
Date sited: 5–8 March 2020
Budget: £8,000
Project Partner: University of Sunderland (Prototyping CAD assets and 3D printing)

SHOEFITI is an LED light installation created 
by County Down-based artist Deepa Mann-
Kler. The artwork is a playful twist on an urban 
mystery – that of seeing a pair of shoes tied 
together and suspended from a power line, 
above the street of an urban area. This globally 
familiar phenomenon of shoe tossing is called 
‘shoefiti’. Theories about its meaning and origin 
range from simple to sinister. 

Mann-Klerr created Shoefiti as a means of 
playing with these theories, “shining a light on 
this curious acts of urban rebellion encouraging 

audiences to slow down, look up and share in the 
wonder of the unexpected”. Each of the LED 
lights as part of the installation were made from 
3D scans of the artist’s own Converse trainers. 
The 3D scans and printing of the trainers was 
assisted by the Univeristy of Sunderland, who 
sponsored the created of the artwork. Shoefiti 
was first commissioned by Artichoke in Novem-
ber 2019 for the 10th anniversary of the Lumi-
ere Festival in Durham, England. It was recently 
installed on Silver Street, Leicester, for the Light 
Up Leicester in March 2020. 
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38 Opportunities GRANTS, AWARDS, 
OPEN CALLS, COMMISSIONS

To keep up-to-date with the 
latest opportunities, visit 
visualartists.ie/adverts

Open Calls Funding/Awards

Loughshinny Boathouse Studio
Fingal County Council Arts Office is currently 
holding an open call for artists to apply to work 
in their Loughshinny Boathouse Artists’ Stu-
dio. This recently restored former boathouse is 
located in the beautiful setting of Loughshin-
ny, a coastal village that lies between Rush and 
Skerries. The dramatic location of the boathouse 
on the water’s edge at the end of the harbour, 
offers a unique fully-subsidised workspace for 
professional artists.

The studio, which is non-residential, is avail-
able for three months to one year from Janu-
ary 2021 and is open to Irish and international 
artists at all stages in their professional careers, 
working in all disciplines. The objective of the 
studio is to provide a working space for profes-
sional artists to develop their artistic practice 
within the rural context of Fingal. For further 
information and to download an application 
form, visit the website below. 

Deadline
Friday 31 July, 4pm

Web
fingalarts.ie/fingal-arts-office/studion

Tel
+353 (0)1 890 6237

 

Roscommon CoCo Culture Night
Roscommon County Council Arts Office is 
inviting professional artists, born in or currently 
living in County Roscommon, to submit appli-
cations for consideration for their Culture Night 
– Decade of Centenaries 1920–2020 Commis-
sion. This marks the second in a series of visu-
al art commissions for County Roscommon 
celebrating the county’s extraordinary citizens 
through exceptional, challenging and unexpect-
ed visual art projects.

The 2020 artist commission to the value of 
€5,000 is supported by the Arts Office/Arts 
Council of Ireland Culture Night Programme, 
together with the Community Strand of the 
2020 Decade of Centenaries Programme. The 
commission seeks visual/film/multidisciplinary 
artists to respond to Roscommon’s struggle 
for independence during the period of 1920. 
The work will be produced as an outdoor pro-
jection on a number of buildings in County 
Roscommon on Culture Night (18 September 
2020) and for two further nights on 19 and 20 
September. Full details on the application pro-
cess can be found on the Roscommon County 
Council website. 

Deadline
Monday 6 July

Web
roscommoncoco.ie

Email
bursaries@roscommoncoco.ie (to submit)
abutler@roscommoncoco.ie (for info)

 

Visual Arts Bursary Award (Round 2)
The purpose of the Arts Council of Ireland’s 
Bursary Award is to support professional artists 
at any stage of their career to develop their art 
practice. Strand 1 of the Visual Arts Bursary 
Award specifically seeks to provide artists with 
the time and resources to think, research, reflect 
and engage with their artistic practice. Strand 2 
of the award is open to curators. This strand spe-
cifically seeks to develop capacity for commis-
sioning, producing and touring of the visual arts 
in Ireland. You can apply for one of the follow-
ing funding amounts: €5,000; €10,000; €15,000; 
or €20,000. 

You are not eligible to apply for this award if: 
you are currently in undergraduate or postgrad-
uate education and/or will be during the peri-
od of the award; you are an Aosdána member 
in receipt of a cnuas. You can only receive one 
of the following awards from the Arts Council 
of Ireland in 2020: Bursary (Round 1); Bursary 
(Round 2); Next Generation Award; the Mark-
ievicz Award. Full details on how to apply are 
available on the Arts Council’s website. 

Deadline
Thursday 30 July, 5:30pm

Web
artscouncil.ie/available-funding

Email
awards@artscouncil.ie

Tel
+353 (0)1 6180 200

 

RDS Visual Art Awards 2020
The RDS Visual Art Awards provides supports 
and exposure for graduating Irish visual artists 
and normally consists of two parts: a competi-
tion and an exhibition. The COVID-19 pan-
demic has meant that the RDS will not have a 
physical exhibition this year, but the awards will 
still take place.

Given that many end of year degree shows 
are not going ahead or have been postponed, 
the RDS have decided that, for this year only, all 
final year graduating artists from BA and MA 
visual art-based courses can apply. Interested 
applicants should email arts@rds.ie stating their 
name, college and course to request an online 
form to be emailed to them. 

The RDS have also extended the timeframe 
to the end of the year, with the knowledge that 
some colleges are planning on allowing students 
to access college workshops in September, in 
order to complete their artworks. The applica-
tion form must include images of the completed 
work, as well as an academic reference. These 
forms will be assessed by the college curator for 
longlisting. If longlisted, your form will go for-
ward for consideration by the judging panel for a 
chance to win a share of the €32,500 prize fund. 
Winners will be announced in early December 
and their work will be showcased online.

Deadline
Thursday 8 October

Web
rds.ie/visualart

 

Visual Arts Project Award
The Arts Council of Ireland’s Visual Arts Project 
Award supports specific projects and initiatives 
in the field of visual arts. Strand 1 of the award is 
to support artists and curators in developing and 
researching new and ambitious work intended 
for public presentation. The maximum amount 
you can apply for in this strand is €10,000. 

Strand 2 of the award is to support the pro-
duction and/or commissioning of ambitious 
visual arts projects. These projects can be in the 
public realm or in a gallery setting. The maxi-
mum amount you can apply for in this strand 
is €80,000. 

You cannot apply for this award if: you are 
currently in undergraduate or postgraduate edu-
cation and/or will be during the period of the 
award; you do not have a demonstrable track 
record as a professional artist. 

Deadline
Thursday 15 August, 5:30pm

Web
artscouncil.ie/available-funding

Email
awards@artscouncil.ie

Tel
+353 (0)1 6180 200

 

ACNI Small Grants Programme
The Arts Council of Northern Ireland’s Small 
Grants Programme is designed to help organi-
sations, groups of organisations working on spe-
cific projects and charities to develop and deliver 
arts projects which contribute to the growth 
of arts in the community for new and existing 
audiences and which reflect the diversity of 
Northern Ireland’s society and culture. 

Organisations can apply for anywhere 
between £500 and £10,000 and can cover costs 
such as artist fees, travel expenses (inside North-
ern Ireland), materials, equipment hire and so on. 
The funding is available to projects commencing 
from 1 September 2020 onwards. For full details 
on how to apply, visit the ACNI website. Sample 
application forms are also available. You cannot 
apply for this fund as an individual or sole trader 
or if you are an organisation in receipt of ACNI 
Annual Funding or Lottery Project Funding. 
The ACNI are currently accepting applications 
for this fund on a rolling basis. 

Deadline
Ongoing

Web
artscouncil-ni.org/funding

Email
info@artscouncil-ni.org

Tel
+44 (0)28 9262 3555

 

ECF Culture of Solidarity Fund
The European Cultural Foundation’s European 
Culture of Solidary Fund supports imaginative 
cultural initiatives that, in the midst of the glob-
al pandemic crisis, reinforce European solidarity 
and the idea of Europe as a shared public space.

The fund is open to individuals, collectives 
and organisations from all sectors and civil soci-
ety. Grants ranging from €5,000 to €50,000 are 
available for a wide range of activities, from seed 
money for entirely new initiatives and cofunding 
for scaling up already existing ideas to European 
level. The grant can cover material costs, office, 
online coworking and communication tools, 
production costs and also expert fees and staff 
costs. UK-based organisations are eligible to 
apply. This is the second round of applications 
for this fund. Full information on how to apply 
can be found by visiting the European Cultural 
Foundation’s website. 

Deadline
Thursday 14 July, 1pm (CET)

Web
culturalfoundation.eu

Email
ask@culturalfoundation.eu
cos@culturalfoundation.eu

 

Arts & Disability Ireland Curator
Arts & Disability Ireland is inviting curators, 
producers, arts managers and artists with dis-
abilities to submit expressions of interest to 
curate an edition of Curated Space in 2020. 
Curated Space is Arts & Disability Ireland’s 
online platform for Irish and international art-
ists with disabilities.

The focus of this Curated Space open call is 
to showcase existing work by artists with disabil-
ities living in the Republic of Ireland. It is also 
possible to consider commissioning new work 
alongside existing work. The chosen curator (or 
curators) will develop their concept, contract 
artists, set and monitor deadlines, write a curato-
rial statement, work with artists on their artists 
statements, gather all materials to be published 
and support Arts & Disability Ireland with 
some elements of access and marketing.

The maximum budget available for the Curat-
ed Space Open Call is €2,700. This amount is 
inclusive of the curator fee, artists’ fees and pro-
duction costs if applicable. A minimum of two 
artists must be featured. For full details on the 
application process, visit ADI’s website. 

Deadline
Thursday 16 July, 4pm

Web
adiarts.ie

Email
info@adiarts.ie

 






